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As the scope of the information base increases with the

availability of additional operational %,MIT Reports, present subject

areas may be expanded and chapters included to cover other areas of

significant import to top-level management. The status of RAMMIT

Reports is provided in Appendix B to indicate those reports which

are currently available and those which will be available in the near

future.
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PREFACE

The Reliability and Maintainability Management Improvement

Techniques (RAMMIT) System was originally developed to validate and

otilize the data reported through the TAERS/TAMMS System. Present

repoits of the RAMMIT System integrate TAERS/TAMMS data with other

sources of usage, maintenance and field experience information to

assimilate a comprehensive feedback system on the performance of

Army aircraft in the inventory. With the further development of this

system and the corresponding increase in availability cf reports,

it became evident that a need existed for a summary report which would

present the interrelationships of the current RAMMIT Reports. It was

anticipated that the basic design of the report should encompa3s

significant problem areas of aircraft operations and maintenance as

related to inadequacies of reliability and maintainability aspects

of present equipment. This report fulfills the original expectations

of a summary report and is intended for use by top-level management.

ThiQ report, which pertains to the aircraft of the TMS fleet

indicated oi, the title page, is concerned with the significant

observations and statistics related to those subject areas listed in

the table of contents. The summa:ized facts and figures, which include

the most recent data available through current reporting procedures,

are also relevant to operational safety and costs. The intent is to

emphasize basic areas requiring coordination to achieve the dual

objective of improving personnel safety while reducing the level of

operational costs.
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INTRODUCTION

This Management Summary Report is one of several which are prepared

for selected fleets of Army aircraft. These reports have many purposes

and are designed to furnish information regarding the experiences

of fielded aviation equipment. Information is specifically directed

at both support and developmental organizations in aviation manage-

ment with confidence that present and future equipment can be more

efficiently and effectively employed with fewer resource requirements.

There are several Army data collection systems which are utilized

in the deivation of .aformation and analysis of fielded aviation

equipment experiences. Data collected from these systems are compiled

in various detailed, automated RAMIT Reports which are described in

Appendix B. These reports are intended for use by all levels of manage-

ment and engineering personnel in providing improved logistical support

and are available upon request.

This report is primarily intended for top-level management and as

such is not obscured with excessive detail. Since field experiences can

be viewed from many different perspectives, this report is limited to

concentration on those subjects which indicate influences on aircraft

mission accomplishments and supporting resource requirements. Although

focus of the report is primarily aimed at present day aircraft con-

figuration, it also encompasses considerations which should be antici-

pated in the development of future generation equipment. To more

clearly relate the total objectives of this report, a graphic display

of the "Life Cycle R&M Experience Plan" is provided on the succeeding

page. A synopsis of this display is as follows:
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PRESENT EQUIPMENT (in the inventory)

Efforts are directed toward measuring the characteristics which

identify the maintainability and reliability obtained in the actual

field environment. Once the characteristics have beer determined, efforts

are expended in evaluating the weaknesses and strengths of the aircraft;

initiating corrective actions to eliminate these deficiencies through

product improvement programs, ECP's, maintenance procedures, etc.;

initiating R&D efforts for new materials and processes or new applica-

tions of materials and processes; and eztablishing new standards that

equipment should demonstrate, thus setting goals for present equipment

and minimum acceptance levels for new equipment.

FUTURE EQUIPMENT (to be developed)

As new material needs are made known, the information on past and

present equipment is utilized to formulate an R&M model (quantitative

expressions of what equipment should demonstrate when placed in the

field environment for which it was intended). As material needs are

further defined, refinements are made to the R&M models. These models

are then used to formulate system requirements which the equipment must

satisfy prior to acceptance for introduction into the inventory. These

requirements are verified by demonstration and testing throughout the

developmental efforts. Upon acceptance into the inventory, the cycle

is continued as with our present equipment.

In essence, this report synthesizes all factors which directly or

indirectly influence the ultimate purpose of a fully operational fleet

of aircraft: mission accomplish-.ent. It is not feasible nor desirable

to present all possible parameters in a summary type report. Therefore,
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this report is limited to presenting what is considered significant.

There are several major categories of data analyzed in acquiring relevant

information from field experience records. Presently, this data

base is limited due to a lack of time and resources. As resources

become available, additional pertinent information will be added to this

report.

In general, this report is dually oriented. An examination

of the table of contents will reveal that the information of the

first part of the report is end-item oriented while the latter portion

is component orientcd. This format is followed for the convenience

of the user, and does not detract from the logical integration of

the report.

Where evident through analysis, significant observations and/or

recommendations for corrective action are made following the discussion

portion of a particular subject. These recommendations are directed

to those organizations with the authority and responsibility to rectify

the indicated problem. It should be noted that the recommendation is

made by the analyst although he may not have knowledge of all the

actions previously taken or being developed by responsible organiza-

tions. In other words, the recommendations are limited by the infor-

mation available to the engineering analyst.

Presently this report incorporates the basic design of future reports

regardless of the availability of data.
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MISSION:

The AH-IC aircraft were procured per the Procurement Detail Specification
to perform the following missions:

"The mission of this aircraft shall be that of an armed tactical
helicopter capable of delivering weapons fire, low altitude high speed
flight, search and target acquisition, reconnaissance by fire, altiple
weapons fire support and troop helicopter support. The aircraft shall
be capable of performing this mission from prepared or unprepared areas,
day or night flying and to navigate by dead reckoning or by the use of
radio aids to navigation".

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS:

The aircraft shall be capable of the following performance under Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) standard air conditions
(unless otherwise specified) at a gross weight of 8000 pounds and an aft

cg FS 201.0. The installed armament shall be the XM-28 turret and two
LAU 3A/A 19-round rocket pods.

Estimated* Guaranteed

Engine rating (1100 shp limit) shp 1100

Speed at sea level (6600 rpm)
(1100 shp) kts 149.0 144.0

Maximum redline airspeed kts 190.0

Maximum endurance at sea level hrs 3.3 3.0
with 1600 pounds of fuel.
Fuel includes 10 percent
reserve plus warm-up and
take-off allowance. Does
not include 5 percent in-
crease in engine specifi-
cation sfc. (6600 rpm)

Operating radius at cruising nmi 155.0 148.0
speed at sea level 1600
pounds of fuel. Fuel in-
cludes 10 percent reserve
plus warm-up and take-off
allowance. Does not in-
clude 5 percent increase
in engine specification
sfc. (6600 rpm)
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Best rate of climb at 1100
shp limit at sea level
(6600 rpm) fpm 2125 1800

Service ceiling Normal
Rated Power (NRP)
(6600 rpm) ft 18200

Hovering ceiling Out of
Ground Effect (OGE) (6600 rpm)
(a) with 95F
Operating Air Temp. (OAT) ft 2600 2000
Military Rated Power (MRP)
(b) with ICAO Std. (OAT)
(MRP) ft 9500

Vertical rate of climb 1100
shp
Limit at sea level (6600
rpm) fpm 940 500

*Based upon "Preliminary Engineering Test Report of the Bell Huey Cobra,

US Army Activity dated March 1966."

NOTE

Performance is predicated on the XH-28
turret having the same aero-dynamic drag
as the TAT-102A turret.

The above performance is based on using a T53-L-13/T53-L-13A/T53-L-13B
Shaft Turbine Engine, and JP-4 fuel. All performance items are without
the Government Furnished Aircraft Equipment particle separator cr foreign
object damage screen installed and without the environmental control
syst m operating.

Engine Performance Data: The engine data which applies to this
aircraft is provided in Specification No. 104.33 dated 30 Sep 1964,
revised 30 Jul 1965, 6 May 1966, 30 Sep 1969 - Lycoming Division of
AVCO Manufacturing Corporation, covering T53-L-13/T53-L-13A/T53-L-13B
Shaft Turbine Engine.

FEATURES OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION:

Fuselage: The fuselage which is 44' 5.2" long and stands I1 7"
high from the ground Jine to the center line of main rotor hub consists
of two main sections, the forward section and the aft section. The
forward section includes the tandem two-can crew cockpits, alighting
gear, wings installation, power plant and pylon assembly. The aft
section supports the cambered fin, tail skid, elevator, tail rotor and
tail rotor drive system.
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The most destinctive features of the AH-IG are the narrow fuselage
(36 inches), the stub midwings with four external stores sections and
the integral chin turret (see Illustrations 1 and 2).

Gross Weight: The design gross weight (grwt) is 6600 pounds and
the maximum grwt is 9500 pounds,

Center of Gravity: The center of gravity, limits for interval
loading of the helicopter are as follows:

The most forward CG limit below 7000 lbs. is FS 190.0 and linear
increase to FS 192.1 at 9500 lbs. Aft CG limit below 8270 lbs. is
FS 201.0 and linear decrease to FS 200 at 9500 lbs.

Crew: Tandem seating is provided for a two-man crew. The pilot's
station is located forward of the pylon assembly and the gunner's
station is located directly forward and below the pilot.

Airframe:

Overall length (Rotor Turning) ..... ............. 637.2"
Overall width (Rotor Trailing) ... ............. .. 124.0"
Center line of main rotor to center line of tail rotor . 320.7"
Center line of main rotor to elevator hinge line . . . . 198.6"
Elevator area (Total) . .............. 15.2 sq ft
Elevator area (both panels) ............. 10.9 sq ft
Elevator airfoil section .... ........... Inverted Clark Y
Vertical stabilizer area . ............. 18.5 sq ft
Vertical stabilizer airfoil section . . .. . Special Camber
Vertical stabilizer aerodynamic center ... ...... FS 499.0
Wing Area:

Total 27.8 sq ft
Outboard of BL 18.0 (both sides) 18.5 sq ft

Wing Span: 10.33 ft

Wing Airfoil Section:
Root NACA0030
,rip NACA0024

Wing Angle of Incidence: 14 Degrees

Main Rotor System: The main rotor assembly is a two-bladed, semi-rigid,
seesaw-motion, underslung feathering axis type rotor. The assembly consists
basically of two all-metal blades, blade grip yoke extensions, yoke
trunnion, and rotating controls. Each blade is connected to yoke assembly

8
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by means of the blade grips and a suitabile pitch change bearing with

tension straps to carry the centrifugal force. The seesaw motion of the

rotor takes place about the axis perpendicular to the spanlibe axis of

the rotor. Control horns for cyclic anE collective control input are

mounted on the trailing edge of the blade grip. The rotor is mounted

to the mast by means of a trunnion through the seesaw bearings to
permit rotor flapping. The blale grip to yoke extension bearings
permit cyclic arA collective pitch action. The weight and balance of
each blade is controlled to ensure complete interchangeability by
adjusting ballast at time of manufacture.

Tail Rotor: The tail rotor is a tractor type two-bladed, semi-rigid,
delta-hinge type employing preconing and underslinging. The blade and
yoke assembly is mounted to the tail rotor shaft by means of a delta
hinge trunnion to minimize rotor flapping. Blade pitch angle is varied
by movement of the tail rotor control pedals to increase or decrease the
pitch of the blades, Power to drive the tail rotor is supplied by a
take-off on the lower end of the main transmission. Dimensional control
of the hub assembly is maintained to insure interchangeability of individual
blades.

Power Plant: The engine section is that section above the aft portion
of the fuselage. This section consists of engine mounting provisions,
firewalls, and cowling.

The firewalls, which are constructed of titanium and stainless steel,
consists of the horizontal deck under the engine, a vertical bulkhead
at the engine inlet, and a shroud around the engine exhaust section.

The cowling enciaes the engine and transmission sections and is of honey
comb reinforced fiberglass and/or aluminum alloy construction. The cowling
has hinged cow panels which provide easy access for inspection and servi-
cing of engine, transmission and drive shaft. The left and right forward
panels are hinged on the forward side and open to expose the transmission
and pylon support area and the engine inlet. The left and right rear
panels are hinged on the aft side and open to provide access to the engine
compartment, fuel control, and aczessories.

The AH-IG helicopter is powered by a Lycoming T53-L-13 turbo-shaft engine
rated at 1400 shaft horsepower (SHP) at sea level under standard day,
uninstalled conditions. The engine is derated to 1100 (SHP) due to the
maximum torque limit of the helicopter's main transmission.

The engine is mounted in horizontal position above the aft portion of the
fuselage. The engine is removable from the aircraft by disconnecting the
engine controls and piping, and removing the connecting shaft, cowling and
engine mounting bolts.
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Primary Flight Control System; The primary flight control system
consists of cyclic, collective, and tail rotor pitch controls. The controls
are routed as directly as possible through the aircraft by means of a series
of push pull tubes and bellcranks. Positive stops are provided in the
system to prevent rovement of the controls beyond safe limits. The
flight controls consist of a cyclic control stick for lateral and longi-
tudinal control, a collective control lever incorporating a twist grip for
engine power control, and foot pedals fer directional control.

The cyclic control sticks actuate the lateral and longitudinal controls of
the main rotor. The pilot's cyclic control sticks incorporate stock
centering controls and force gradient system. The gunner's side arm
controls are mechanically connected to the pilot's controls Both the
lateral and longitudinal systems incorporate push-pull tubes, bellcranks,
and a dual hydraulic system. Hydraulic boost cylinders are incorporated
in the fixed control system to prevent control-force feedback under all
normal operating conditions and maneuvers. The stick centering device is
designed to providp desirable force gradients at the hand grip. The entire
system includes p-ovisions for inspection. Adjustment means are provided
at a minimum of easily accessible points in the longitudinal and lateral
systems.

The tail rotor pitch control pedals alter the pitch of the tail rotor blades
and thereby provide the means for directional control. The force trim
system is connected to the directional controls and is operated by the
fcrce trim switch on the cyclic control grip.

Collective pitch control is located to the left of the pilot and is used
to control the vertical mode of flight. Operating friction can be induced
into the concro2 lever by hand tightening the friction adjuster. The
piI-,t's and gunner's collective pitch controls have a rotating griptype
throttle.

Stabilityand Control Aurpentation System (SCAS): The SCAS is a
three-axii, llwitad-authority, rate-referenced stability augmentation
system. It includes an electrical input which augments the pilot's
mechanical control input. This system permits separate consideration of
ai frame displacements caused by external disturbances from displacement
cnised by pilot input, The SCAS is integrated into the fore, aft, lateral
and directional flight controls to improve the stability and handling
rqualities of the heliz:opter. The system consists of electro-hydraulic
snrvo actuators, control motion transducers, a sensor/amplifier unit and
i control panel. The actuators are limited to a 25% authority and will
center and lock in case of an electrical and/or a hydraulic failure.

alydraujfc System: Dual hydraulic systems are provided. The pressure
and return lines fr=m each pump are separated to the largest extent possible.
The hydraulic reservoirs and modular components assemblies are mounted on

12



opposite sides of the aircraft. An accumulator, check valve and pressure

operated shut-off valve is installed in system number I. Hydraulic lines

to the cyclic and collective servo actuators are separated, by system,

everywhere except at the connector on the servo valve. The hydraulic

lines to the tail rotor control servo and stability augmentation equipment

is separated from hydraulic lines to the armament system at all locations.

Protective boots are provided to protect the hydraulic power cylinder
from dirt and oils.

Electrical System: The electrical system is a 28 volt DC single

conductor system with the generator negative lead grounded to the main

structure. Power characteristics of the electrical system conforms to

the requirements of MiL-STD-704.

Emergency Electrical System: The electrical system is a dual bus

system supplied by the starter-generator and battery. There is essential
and non-essential bus. In the event of a starter-generator failure, the
non-essential bus is automatically disconnected from the generator and

battery bus and the battery automatically supplies the essential bus
loads. The emergency system is capable of supplying the essentail bus
loads for at least 30 minutes in the event of starter-generator failure.

Jettison Controls: Primary selective electrical Jettison controls
are provided for the pilot. Emergency salvo electrical jettisoning
controls are provided for both the pilot and gunner which will permit
Jettison of wing stores. The controls are located on the left side of
each cockpit adjacent to the collective pitch lever. The single-phase
150VA static inverter is installed and is utilized to provide emergency

AC electrical power. An appropriate switching circuitry to transfer the
aircraft AC electrical load from the primary inverter to the standby in-
verter is provided. The inverter transfer switch functions are clearly
identified and conveniently located for operation by the pilot.

Fuel System: The fuel system includes a tank consisting of two
interconnected crashworthy self-sealing fuel cells. Each cell contains

a submerged fuel pump. In addition, the fuel system includes a shut-off
valve, fuel quantity transmitters, an indicator, drain valve in each cell,
a 10 micron filter with impending bypass warning fittings and connecting
lines. The engine is capable of suction feeding without boost pumps to an
altitude of 6000 feet. The fuel system is compatible with JP-4 and JP-5
grades of fuel.

The fuel tank consists of two interconnected self-sealing fuel cells located
in the fuselage, in the area aft of the pilot's cockpit and below the engine
and pylon compartment.

Drain valves are installed at the lowest point in the system to provide for
defueling. In addition to gravity defueling, the aircraft may also be de-
fueled by use of the fuel pumps located in the fuel cells.
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The fuel control is designed to be operated either automatically or in an

emergency mode. In the emergency posttion, fuel flow is terminated to

the main metering valve and is routed to the manual (emergency) metering

and dump valve assembly. While in the emergency mode, fuel flow to the
engine is controlled by the position of the manual metering valve which is

connected directly to the power control (twist grip).

In the emergency mode, there is no automatic control of fuel flow during

acceleration and deceleration; thus exhaust gas temperature and engine

acceleration must be pilot monitored.

Instruments & Instrument Panel: Flight, navigation and power plant

instruments for uie by the pilot and gunner are plainly visible from their
stations with minimum practicable deviation from normal position and line
of vision when looking out and forward along the flight path. The pilot's

instruments are installed substantially in accordance with the Army Standard

"T" panel arrangement. The gunner's instrument panel contains only
essential instruments and presents minimum information for flight to return

from a mission once instigated, and for emergency use. Operating limits
are indicated on the instrument glass. All instruments are removable from
the front of the panel. The pilot and gunner's panels are shocked mounted.

Utility Systems Environmental: The environmental control system
utilizes engine bleed air to provide personnel comfort by controlling
temperature and humidity. Personnel comfort is provided with an outside
temperature of from 65' to 95*F and an absolute humidity of 0 to 183
grains of moisture per pound of dry air. In the heating mode an inside
temperature of +40F is obtained with an outside temperature of OF
within 10 minutes of initiation.

Ventilating System: The cabin ventilation system, which serves as
a backup system for the environmental control system, is capable of

providing outside air at a minimum rate of 450 feet per minute linear flow
measured at the crew member's head and groin. The cabin air inlet is located
so as to eliminate ingestion of noxious fmnes caused by weapons firing. Two
air outlets are provided at each crew station.

Air Induction System: The air induction system consists of recessed
ramp type inlets in the engine cowl, a plenum chamber surrounding the

engine inlet, a retractable engine air inlet screen, GFE, Lycoming particle

separator, and GFE foreign object damage screen. A pressure sensing
device is provided to warn the pilot and gunner of inlet screen blockage.
In the event that inlet screen blockage occurs, the inlet screen may be
retracted allowing the incoming air to bypass the screen.

Exhaust System: The engine exhaust system is designed to assure safe
disposal of exhaust gases without existence of a fire hazard or carbon
monoxide contamination of air in the crew compartment.

14



Armament: The aircraft is capable of carrying and firing various
combinations of weapons within the aircraft's weight and center of
gravity limitations with adjustments in expendable load, The armament
configurations are changed by varying the wing stores and the chin turret
configurations. The pilot can fire the wing stores and the chin turret
only in the stowed position. The gunner operates the flexible turret
and can also fire the wing stores in an emergency. The wing stores can
be jettisoned by either the pilot or gunner in case of emergency.

The armament installation is designed so that frangible rocket pod
fairings, rock debris, ejected cartridges, cases, and links do not
endanger or damage the aircraft or external stores. Adequate clearance
is provided between projectiles and all parts of the aircraft or ex-
ternal stores. Adequate safety provisions are incorporated to preclude
collision of projectiles in near proximity of the aircraft. The arma-
ment installation is designed so that weapon blast and noise have no
significant detrimental effect on the crew, aircraft, other weapons, or
performance of the mission.

Gunner's Sight: The gunner's sight is installed as part of the XH28
Armament Subsystem. The sight mounting will permit the gunner to move
the sight about the cockpit area to the extent necessary for target
acquisition and tracking throughout the azimuth and elevation limits of
the turret.

The gunner's control panel is installed as part of the XM-28 Armament
Subsystem. The gunner has the capability to fire weapons from the
cyclic control. The gunner is not capable of firing any weapons simul-
taneously except for two identical weapons firing from the turret. The
gunner is not capable of interrupting fire initiated by the pilot except
when the gunner's override pilot switch is in the on position.

When the gunner's action switch is released, the turret automatically
returns to the forward stow position.

Pilot's Sight: A pilot's sight (XH-73) is installed as part of the
XM-28 Armament Subsystem.

The pilot has the capability of selection of any of four different types
of rockets which have been loaded. Ripples of one, two, four, eight, or
all of, either single or pairs may be selected and fired. In addition,
the pilot has the capability of selecting and firing any weapon or
weapons carried on the external stores stations. The pilot can select
the rate of fire of 7.6ZNM (turret gun(s)) through a firing switch on
the cyclic stick. In addition, a separate firing switch is provided
on the cyclic stick for the wing stores.

15



The pilot is not capable of firing any weapons simultaneously except
for two identical weapons fixing from the turret or identical weapons
fired from the wing stations. The pilot is not capable of firing
weapons when the gunner's override pilot switch is in the on position.

Indicators are provided as part of the GFAE pilot's control panels.
The indicators are a complete digital readout of remaining rockets.

Target Marking: A wing-mounted smoke grenade dispenser system is

provided which will hold 24 smoke grenades to use for target marking.
The installation will enable the pilot to eject one grenade at a time

or up to four grenades of different colors simultaneously. A positive
release indication is provided. The smoke grenade fire switch is
located on the pilot's collective stick switch box. The rocket control
and display system provides the capability of stand-off target marking

utilizing the 2.75 inch rockets.

Avionics Equipment: All electronic equipment is located for ease
in servicing and maintenance. One C-1611(A)/AIC intercommunications

control and the C-7197/ARC-134 VHF control for the AN/ARC-134 VHF
radio are installed in the gunner's compartments. All other avionic

equipment controls are installed in the pilot's compartment. Flush-

mounted antennas are used where practicable.

Air-Weather Subeystems: A defrosting system is provided which

meets the general requirements of MIL-T-5842. The design of the defros-

ting system is such that heated air is directed to the forward and side
transparent areas. The air source for the defrosting system is engine
compressor bleed air.

Defogging: Defogging is provided for the windshield and pilot's
side panel area. Defogging is provided utilizing the ducting of the

distribution system.

Anti-Icing: Anti-Icing is available for the windshield and pilot's
side panel area. The anti-icing system utilizes the same air and routing

as for defogging.

Engine: A manually operated engine anti-icing system is provided.

MAINTAINABILITY REQUIREMENTS:

The aircraft and its related subsystems are designed in accordance with
maximum maintainability as a goal. Special consideration is given to

provisions for access, rapid removal and replacement of components.

16



VULNERABILITY REQUIREMENTS PASSIVE DEFENSIVE SIBSYSTEMS:

The passive defense subsystem consists of protective armor, fire suppres-

sion, and leak preventative means which are installed to enhance crew
and system survivability. The performance requirements of the protective
material are as follows:

Opaque Armor Material: The opaque armor material used conforms to
MIL-S-46099 or MIL-A-46103.

Chest and Torso Protection: Both the gunner and the pilot are required
to wear a chest and torso protector similar to FSN 8470-NTK-5601 with
carrier, which is GFAE. Design of the basic seat and side panels take
into consideration the amount of protection afforded by this protector.

Protective Seats: Protective seats are provided for both the gunner
and pilot. The basic seats consist of the seat bottom, sides, and back.
Additional protection is provided by side-shoulder panels and head
protection panels which may be easily installed and removed. The
protective material employed in the basic seats and side panels are
constructed of opaque armor material. The seats are designed to give
an equivalent of greater protection to the air crew than the present UH-lD
armored seat.

Power Plant: The engine compressor, fuel control, oil filter and fuel
filter are protected to the greatest extent possible utilizing opaque
armor material.

Fuel System: Self-sealing fuel cells are provided and protected to the
following levels.

Bottom 33% capacity ...... ...................... 50 caliber
Center 33% capacity. . .............. . . . . . 50 caliber

The remaining capacity is tear resistant.

Engine Oil System: An automatic emergency oil cooler bypass system is
provided, a cockpit warning light and a system activation switch. The
bypass line is located on the opposite side Lf the aircraft from the standard
oil supply and scavenge supply lines.

Transmission: An automatic emergency oil cooler bypass system is
provided with cockpit warning light and a system activation switch.

Hydraulic System: The dual hydraulic systems are physically separated
to reduce the probability of a single round incapacitating both systems.
The pressure and return lines from each pump are routed in a different
direction to provide maximum separation. The hydraulic reservoirs and

17



modular components assemblies are mounted on opposite sides of the aircraft.
Aa accumulator, check valve, and pressure operated shut-off valve will be
installed in system No. 1. Hydraulic lines to the cyclic and collective

servo actuators are separated by system everywhere except at the connector
on the servo valve. The hydraulic lines to the tail rotor control servo
and stability augmentation equipment is separated from hydraulic lines
to the armament system at all locations.

Flight Controls: Wherever possible, the pilot's cyclic and collective

primary flight control push-pull tubes are a minimum of 1.25 inches in
diameter.

RELIABILITY REQUIREKENTS:

AVAILABILITY REQUIREMENTS:

18



SIGNIFICANT OBSERVATIONS:

The Detail Specification for Model AR-lG Reieopter -71 Series did not
include quantitative requirements for%

a. Reliability.

b. Maintainability.

c. Operational Readiness (availability).

19



FLEET INVENTORY, CALENDAR

AND FLIGHT HOUR AGE
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The purpose 1,f (his chaptur is to analyze the factors affecting fleet
inventory and dctermitte significant trends of the specific parameters to
aid in future a.c,'nt () I ic U.

The data gathered to present this chapter was ,nade available from
the following sources:

a. Aircraft Operational Utilization Reports from April 1, 1967
through March 31, 1972.

b. Aircraft inventory Status and Flying Time Report for March 1972.

c. Procurement contract production schedule.

The results of the data analyzed is presented in three illustrations

and two tables.

Illustration I presents the size of the AH-IG fleet from the time this
type aircraft came into the Army inventory in March 1967. The average
number of aircraft in the fleet from March 1967 through March 31, 1972
was 482 aircraft per quarter. The flight hour age distribution since new
and the calendar age distribution since new are presented respectively
in Illustrations 2 and 3. By examining the age of the fleet through these

two parameters, intuitive judgements can be made on the need "or revie'wing
existing component procurement policies. As the age of the fleet increases

further, there will be a proportional emphasis on refining these procurement
policies. Presently, the Al-IG inventory is comprised of 638 aircraft.

With respect to flight hours, it is noted that on the average an aircraft
has accrued 38.7 hours per month from the time it came into the Army
inventory to the present. If this ratc remains constant, it is expected
that at least 50% of the fleet will have accumulated 4544 flight hours or more
after its first decade of existence. Although the end item aircraft will have

accumulated a high number of flight hours in 10 years, many of the parts,
components, and assemblies will not have collected this many hours due to

previous replacements. This suggests that any decisions made In regards to
retirement of an aircraft should be made in conjunction with specific
salvage policies for parts, component and assemblies. For example, those
assemblies which exhibit low flight hours on an aircraft about to be retired,

may be salvaged for support of the remaining aircraft in the AH-IG fleet.
Since the AH-IG are still in production, it can be assumed that a well

managed salvage program is advantageous when supporting a new fleet.
Assemblies can be retired on the basis of component life being realized
and all other assemblies should be returned back to the inventory. In
regard to the calendar age distribution, approximately 75% of the fleet
has surpassed two years of operation. The hashline intervals indicate
the number of aircraft yet to be delivered from April 1, 1972 through
February 28, 1973 in quarterly intervals.
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Table i presents the serial number of all AH-IG aircraft which have

entered the Army inventory. Of the total 892 aircraft accepted by the

Army to date, approximately 28% have been removed from the inventory for
various reasons. At some later date, analysis will be made to determine
the reason that the aircraft were removed from the inventory. A breakout
of the percent per production year of the total 254 serial number removed
and the percent removed from the total production year inventory is shown
in the following table:

PRODUCTION YEAR % OF THE 254 AIRCRAFT % OF THE PRODUCTION
REMOVED BY PRODUCTION YEAR AIRCRAFT REMOVED

- YEAR

1966 11.4 32.2
1967 55.1 34.6
1968 31.9 29.8
1969 1.6 10.5
1970 0.0 0.0

The 1967 production year aircraft accounted for about 55% of all serial
numbers removed from the inventory. Also, it should be noted that both
1966 and 1967 production year aircraft had about 1/3 of their total in-
ventory removed.

Table 2 shows the serial number and planned delivery month and year
of AH-IG aircraft yet to be delivered.
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SIGNIFICANT OBSERVATIONS:

1. A total of 892 AH-IG aircraft have been accepted by the Army to date.

2. Two hundred and fifty-four AH-IG aircraft have been removed from
the Army inventory for various reasons leaving a net fleet of 638 air-
craft.

3. On the average, an aircraft of the fleet has accrued 1502 flight
hours.

4. Fifty percent of the fleet has accrued between 689 and 1939 flight
hours.

5. On the average, an aircraft of the fleet is 39 months (1170 days)
old.

6. Fifty percent of the fleet is between 29 months (870 days) and 46
months (1380 days) old.

7. A total of 151 AH-IG aircraft are scheduled to be delivered to the
Army during the period second quarter of CY 1972 and the first quarter
of CY 1973.
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The data gathered to present this chapter was taken from the Aircraft

Operational Utilization (AOPU) report which used the Aircraft Inventory

Status and Flying Time Data File and in conjunction with detailed RAMMIT

Reports. The basic design is to furnish information on those factors

which influence the assignment of the AH-lG aircraft toward mission

accomplishment. Factors such as, the present mission assignment or lack

of assignments, frequency and length of flights for accomplishing missions,
and factors influencing availability of aircraft for mission success

directly or indirectly measure the degree of assigrment and utilization of

Army aircraft. A knowledge of the effective relationship which these

factors have on aircraft assignment will ultimately dictate material needs

and systems requirements toward mission accomplishment.

A fleet of aircraft is procured for a certain mission as previously noted.
Aircraft, cs with other equipment, go through an assignment cycle as
follows:

a. A period of being accepted by the buyer (awaiting delivery) or

(serviceable storage).

b. A period of being moved to the place of utilization if new or to

and from overhaul if used (in transit).

c. A period of being utilized (combat), (combat support), (indirect

support), (flight training), (technical operations and maintenance training),

(training support aircraft), (test aircraft) or (test support aircraft).

d. They are loaned for various reasons (loancd), (bailment), (main-

tenance float) and (theatre reserve).

e. If they require overhaul or have been in a crash and an estimate
is required (awaiting disposition).

f. They are at depot for overhaul, battle or crash damage repair (at

depot maintenance).

g. They are awaiting salvage because their useful life has been

realized or were damage beyond economical repair (awaiting disposal).

h. There must be personnel available capable of repairing them when

they become inoperable (category A, B, and C maintenance trainers).
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The only time the aircraft are performing their designed mission is when
they nre being utilized as in (C) above. The other assignments are normal
nFmlgnmt(ntn of a piece of equipment. That portion of the fleet performing
missions as in (C) above will be referred to as the percentage of the fleet
operationally assigned.

The entire fleet should be available for flight mission assignments to the
greatest extent practicable. The actual assignment of this fleet of aircraft
during the period 01 April 1971 through 31 March 1972 is reflected in
Illustration i. Of the average quantity of aircraft (589) in the inventory
during the period 01 Apr 71 thru 31 March 72, 74.5% (439 aircratt) were
operationally assigned as opposed to 25.5% (150 aircraft) which were not
operationally assigned.

Illustrations 2 and 3 present breakouts of operationally and not operationally
assigned aircraft categories respectively for the period 01 Apr 67 thru
31 March 72. The major contributor of the operationally assigned categories
is combat mission representing about 65% of the fleet. The Flight Training
category experienced a peak in the 4th Quarter of 1967 & begin a steady
decline through the 4th Quarter of 1970 where it tends to level off for the
remaining periods.

With respect to the not operationally assigned aircraft, on the average 8%
of the fleet were assigned to depot maintenance, and 4.1% of the fleet were
awaiting disposition. Those awaiting delivery were 4% of the fleet over the
20 quarter period. The trend shows that aircraft awaiting delivery peaked
in the 4th quarter of 1967 with a high of over 1/3 of the not operational
aircraft.

The trend of the average length of a flight for the period of 01 Apr 1967
thru 31 Mar 1972 is presented in Illustration 4, and should be considered
in future procurement contracts and flight test programs. For the 20 quarter
period the trend indicates an increase through the 3rd quarter of 1969
where it tends to level off and finally decreases after the 1st quarter 70.
Additionally, the average number of flight per aircraft per month (112.6)
and its trend is shown in the same illustration. Here the trend shows a
decrease in the beginning quarters through CY 1968 where it levels off for
6 quarters, then continues to decrease through the first quarter of 1972.

The significance of these parameters is more fully exploited in connection
with environmental effects. The greater the number of take-offs and landings,
the greater the probability of foreign object damage and similar failure
modes induced by the environment. The full impact of foreign object damage
is paramount when analyzed in relation to engine failure and rotor blade
failures.
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Illustration 5 presents the trends of the operationally ready hours per
aircraft and the flight hours per aircraft (usage rate) for the period
01 April 1967 thru 31 March 1972. The average operationally ready
hours/aircraft is noted as 532.3 for the 20 quarter period. There was
an average of 56.5 flight hours per aircraft per month flown for the
same period. There has been a constant decrease in usage rate (flight
houis per aircraft) since the second quarter of CY 70.

The dispositioning and transferring of aircraft to meet mission require-
ments is primarily a result of the Army's response to meet military needs
as the world situation dictates. However, the lack of available aircraft
because of maintenance policies (cyclic overhaul) and also the need for
maintenance while operationally assigned are frequently a result of less
than optimum maintenance procedures, lack of qualified manpower resources,
indicators of poor reliability and maintainability, and a less than effi-
cient logistical system. Evaluations when warranted must be made on those
systems, factors and procedures which have negative influence on mission
accomplishment resulting in aircraft not operationally assigned and low
operational readiness for those aircraft operationally assigned.
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SIGNIFICANT OBSERVATIONS:

1. Operationally assigned aircraft (74.5% of the fleet) were flown 40.1
hours per month during the period 1 April 1971 through 31 March 1972.

2. The two major assignment categories of operationally assigned aircraft
during the period 1 April 1967 through 31 March 1972 were combat mission
and flight training.

3. The four major assignment categories of not operationally assigned
aircraft during the period 1 April 1967 through 31 March 1972 were depot
maintenance (8%), awaiting disposition (4.1%). awaiting delivery (4.0%),
and in transit (4.0%).

4. The average operationally assigned aircraft made 112.6 flights per
month of 30.7 minutes duration during the period 1 April 1967 through
31 March 1972.

5. The usage rate of an average AH-lG operatic A±ly assigned aircraft
during the period 1 April 1967 through 31 March 1972 was 56.5 flight
hours per aircraft per month.
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This chapter deals with the operational readiness (OR) of the AH-lG

fleet.

Referring to Ilustration 1, that portion of the fleet that was
operationally assigned, was operationally ready 74.8% of the time
(546.0 hours of a 730 hour month) during the period I April 1971 through
31 March 1972. An aircraft is considered operationally ready during
daily inspections and by definition during all not operationally ready
maintenance (NORM) time in which the aircraft can be made operationally
ready within one hour. Time for refueling, crew change, preflight,
runup, and pretake-off checks must also be subtracted from the OR time
to obtain actual time available for flight.

A breakdown of the operationally ready and not operationally ready
status is found in Illustration I. Of the 546.0 operationally ready
hours the aircraft were flown, 5.6% of the time, or 40.8 hours per
month.

Theoretically, aircraft that are operationally assigned could be
available for flying 100% of the time. However, the degree of con-
sideration given to reliability and maintainability during design of
an aircraft system, plus the efficiency of the logistics system after
the aircraft enters the Army inventory, influence the potential of
aircraft to reach this goal. Measures of operational readiness and
the various stratifications provide a theruometer that shows the effects
of influencing factors and provide indicatlons as to significant
contributions.

Not operationally ready maintenance (NORM) and not operationally
ready supply (NORS) are measured in c-dlendar hours. With the excepti6ns
stated previously, NORM is a result of maintenance that must be
performed and any elapsed time awaiting maintenance due to lack of
facilities or personnel. However, NORM hours do not indicate what
required the maintenance, why required, resources available for accomp-
lishment and the efficiency with which the maintenance was performed.
NORS is related to NORM in that during NORM the requirement for
parts and material is established. If the parts or materials are not
available when called for, the aircraft goes into NORS status until
the parts or material are avilable. Therefore, the NORS rate indicates
the ability of the supply system to furnish materials needed for
accomplishing maintenance. During the last year OR has been better
(74.8%) than the world wide standard (WWS), 74%. NORM total (NORM
organization, direct and general support) has been better (18.2%)
than the WWS, 21%. However, there have been supply problems in that
NORS (7.0%) was 40% above the WWS, 5.0%.
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Illustration 2 presents the OR trends from the time AH-lG aircraft
entered the Army inventory in March 1967 through 31 March 1972. The
OR of the operationally assigned portion of the fleet has demonstrated
a steadily increasing trend. There was a significant decrease in OR
during the first quarter of calendar year (CY) 1971, however, another
increasing trend has developed. A new WWS of 74% was established for
the AH-IG in July of 1971. The operationally assigned portion of the
fleet has met or surpassed this standard since it was established. The
percent of time flown per quarter is also displayed on Illustration 2.

The not operationally ready trends are presented in Illustration 3.
NORM total, the combination of NORM organization and direct and general
support has had a steadily decreasing trend since it was first reported
in the third quarter of CY 1967 until the fourth quarter of CY 1969.
Since that time an increasing trend has developed except during the
last two quarters of CY 1971 and the first quarter of CY 1972 during
which a decreasing trend has developed. NORM organization follows
approximately the same trend as NORM total. The trend of percent
NOI&I field is provided in the bottom portion of Illustration 3. An
overall decreasing trend is exhibited over the whole period. However,
there was an increasing trend during CY 1970 and half of CY 1971.
Returning to NORM total, it has been within its WWS of 21% since the v
new standard was established in July 1971. The average value over
the five year period of 17.5%.

Trends of percent NORS for the whole life of the fleet are shown
in Illustration 4. Although a generally decreasing trend of % NORS
is demonstrated over the period, this fleet has failed to meet its
WWS (5%) since the standard was established. An average NORS rate
of 7.7% was demonstrated over the whole period.

An additional concept which should be considered is TRUE FLEET
AVAILABILITY of the entire fleet inventory. Operational readiness
(availability) is derived from that portion of the fleet operationally
assigned. The data shows that 74.5% of Lhe fleet was operationally
assigned during the last year. Therefore, about 25.5% of the fleet
is not included in a conventional operational readiness calculation.
TRUE FLEET AVAILABILITY encompasses the operational readiness of the
fleet in conjunction with that portion of the fleet which is
operationally assigned and is calculated as follows: TRUE FLEET
AVAILABILITY a THE PORTION OF THE FLEET OPERATIONALLY ASSIGNED TIMES
THE PORTION OF THE FLEET OPERATIONALLY READY.
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Illustration 5 displays the true fleet availability of all AH-lG
aircraft from the second quarter of CY 1967 through the first quarter
of CY 1972. The average for the 20 quarter period is 53.3% with an
overall increasing trend.

5
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SIGNIFICANT OBSERVATIONS

1. The trend of percent operational readiness of the fleet is increasing.

2. The fleet has met or surpassed its WWS (74%) for operational readiness
since the standard was established in July 1971.

3. The trend of percent NORM total is decreasing. The trend of NORM
organization is decreasing.

4. The fleet has met or surpassed its WWS (21%) for NORM total
(organization and direct and general support) since the standard was
established in July 1971.

5. The overall trend of percent NORS is decreasing. However, since
the second quarter of CM 1970, it has been increasing.

6. The fleet has failed to meet its WWS (5.0%) for NORS since it was
established in June 1970.

7. TRUE FLEET AVAILABILITY has averaged 53.3% over the twenty quarters
this fleet has been in the Army inventory.

8. The trend of TRUE FLEET AVAILABILITY has exhibited a steady increase
over the twenty quarters. However, in the first quarter of 1972 it has
taken a significant drop primarily because of a significant drop in the
portion of the fleet operationally assigned.
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NEW AND OVERHAULED AIRCRAFT

ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION

BY USER
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Manufacturers and overhaul facilities include a DA Form 3703-R,
Product Quality Inspection Summary with the aircraft records when the
aircraft is ready for shipment to the user. The Plant cognizant, or
overhaul facility, completes Section A of the form and the user, or
receiving activity, completes Section B. Illustration I is a copy of
the DA Form 3703-R presently used. Ilustration 2 is proposed new
DA Form 3703-R.

Section B shows the deficiencies found on the aircraft by the
receiving agency which does the acceptance inspection in accordance
with TB 55-1500-325-25, Aircraft Quality Summary, Acceptance Inspection.

This progrom was implemented in June 1970, and there is not a great
amount of data available at the present time on the AH-IG fleet. The
AH-IG is overhauled at ARADMAC and at Bell, Amarillo. New aircraft are
built at Bell, Fort Worth. All data available on AH-IG's was grouped
in order to get a better overview of the total quality picture. As
more data becomes available, the quality of aircraft from each facility
will be presented separately.

TB 55-1500-325-25 requires that a brief description of each safety-
of-flight defect be given in Item 13, present form, with recommendations
as appropriate. "Other" defects need not be itemized, but the nvmber
observed will be entered. Any defect found during the ferry flight will
be treated in the same manner.

Results of a review of the data from June 70 through March 72 are &, own
in the table.

COMMENTS:

It is comtemplated that changes will soon be implemented in TB 55-1500-
325-25 which will require the use of the DA Form 3703-R for major comp-
onents. The form will also be changed to insure better traceability of
problem areas in aircraft shipped to the user. The system will be
designed for automatic data processing.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recommended that when a safety-of-flight defect is reported that
careful attention be given to a decision that it truly is a safety-of-
flight defect. Some reported as such in the past were doubtful even to
those not qualified to make such a decision. It is also rec emaded that
the time required to repair, and to put the aircraft in flight atatug, be
entered on all applicable DA Forms 3703-R.
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INTRODUCTION (U)

This chapter is a summary of information reported on Crash Fact

Messages (CFMs) during the period 1 Jan 71 through 31 Mar 72. Operational

aircraft are selected from two geographical areas, RVN and CONUS, to be

included in the statistics presented in this chapter.

Mission success may be defined as the completion of a specified

mission without an interruption caused by material or operational failures.

Material failures are those in which somne component or part is unable to

withstand abnormal stress or envirolimental conditions. Operational

failures may be attributed to human error or accidents not associated with

material failurs

Flight aborts, a term used often in this chapter, means the mission

was stopped or interrupted for any precautionary action or an actual

failure of any kind.
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Table 1 presents a summary of all CFM's during the report period

tabulated by category and cause. Sixty-nine percent of all flight aborts

were in the category of "Precautionary Landings." Nearly twenty-four

percent of all flight aborts resulted from the cause "Warning Light

Came On."
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C A TG 0 R Y

1 JAN 71. - 31 MAR 72

TOTALS TOTAL

CAUSE BY FLIGHT
CAUSE ABORTS

WARNING LIGHT I
CAME ON 82 3 1 0 0 88 23.78

OTHER 44 11 2 11 0 i 2 75 20.27

SUSPECT HYDRAULIC 41 0 3 0 0 0 .4 i.89
SYSTEM FAILURE

BROKEN OR LOOSE 1
HYDRAULIC LINES 16 1 0 0 0 0 1.59

SUSPECT ENGINEFAILURE 1 1 6 3 0 0 1 22 5.95

LOSSOFRPM 4 0 3 3 00 0 10 2.70
LOW RPM

LOSS OF POWER 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 1.35

STRUCK OBJECT 1 12 0 5 0 1 21 .5.68

PILOT ERROR 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 5 1.35

SUSPECT CONTROL 28 5 4 1 0 010 38 10.27
SYSTEM FAILURE

MAINTENANCE
ERROR 7 5 0 0 1 010 13 3.51

SUSPECT GEAR BOX
FAILURE 5 2 1 1 1 OjO 10 2.70

SUSPECT TAIL ROTOR 4 1 2 2 1 1 11 2.97
FAILURE

SUSPECT ELECTRICAL 9 0 0 0 0 9 2.43
SYSTEM FAILURE 0 o

LATE RECOVERY FROM
AUTOROTATION 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.54

TOTALS BY CATEGORY 256 43 28 32 3 3 5 TOTAT NUMBER OF
FLIGHT ABORTS FOR

_ _-REPORT PPTrP) 370

% OTALFT ABORTS .1 .6 7.5-8.651.8 o.8i 1
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Table 2 shows flight aborts by category in RVN and CONUS. Based on

the average inventory in each area during the period 1 Jan 71 through

31 Mar 72 the number of aborts per aircraft in RVN was 0.80 and in CONUS

the number per aircraft was 1.09.

The information in Tables 1 and 2 is derived from Crash Fact Message

and DA Forms 1352. It is presented to help pinpoint problem areas that

affect the mission success of the aircraft.
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TABLE Z

FLIGHT ABORTS BY GEOGRAPHICAL AREA

1 JAN 71 - 31 MAR 72

LOCATION

CATEGORY
RVN CONUS

Precauticary Landing 216 ho

Incident 31 12

Major Accident 29 3

Forced Landing 23 5

Total Loss 1

Minor Accident 3 0

Combat Damage 3 0

TOTAL 309 61

% TOTAL FLIGHT ABORTS 83.5 16.5

FLIGHT ABORTS PER AIRCRAFT

(Average Inventory For Reporting 0.80 1.09

Period)
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The information in Table 3 is presented so that comparisons betwei

average flight durations and frequency of flight aborts can be made for

the two locations. Values for the mean time between (MTB) flight aborts

are also listed to aid in establishing possible correlations.

Number of Flights - Number of Landings Reported on DA Form 1352

Accrued Flight Hours - Total Flight Hours Reported on DA Form 1352

Flight Durations (Minutes) = Accrued Flight Hours
Number of Flights

Flight Success, % = (1 - Number of Flight Aborts ) x 100
Number of Flights

Mean Time Between Aborts = Accrued Flight Hours

Number of Aborts

The MTB aborts for RVN aircraft was 3.2 times as great as for those

flown in CONUS. This appears to be attributable to the use of CONUS

aircraft for pilot check-out and familiarization.
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FLIGHT SUCCESS (PERCENT)
AH-IG I JAN 71 - 31 MAR 72

LOCATION

STATISTIC
RVN CONUS TOTAL

Number of Flights 432510 44654 477164

Average Flight (AVG)

Duration 34.85 20.90 33.54
(Minutes)

Number of
Flight Aborts 309 61 370

Flight Success (AVG)
(Percent) 99.9285 99.8640 99.9225

Accrued (AVG)

Flight Hours 251189 15557 266746

MTB Flight Aborts

(Flight Hours) 812.90 255.03 720.94
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Table 4 is a listing of the number of flight aborts per aircraft

by production year. Only operationally ready aircraft are considered in

the calculations in this table.

Approximately 36 of the 1970 production year aircraft are in non-

operational status as of the time covered by this report.

The 1966 production year aircraft indicated 95.63% of the 1966 in-

ventory had flight aborts reported against them. The low of 6.25% was

reported on the 1970 production year inventory.

There was no significant difference in the 1967, 1968, and 1969

models.
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Illustration 1 shows a downward trend on a monthly basis of mission

aborts as a percentage of the average monthly inventory of operationally

ready (OR) aircraft.

This illustration depicts a mean rate of aborts of 5.84% of the

average (OR) monthly inventory for the period. The least-squares trend

line indicates the rate of aborts declined from 6.48% in Jan 1971 to

4.3o% in Mar 1972. If this trend should continue with all conditions

remaining essentially the same, by extrapolation, we can expect the flight

abort rate to drop to 3.80% by the end of 1972. Least-squares trend

lines are particularly influenced by extreme variations because of the

squaring process, therefore, there can be no assurance that the rate

will actually drop to 3.80%. Least-squares is an appropriate and con-

venient method of indicating trends when used Judicially.
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SIGNIFICANT OBSERVATIONS

The trend of flight aborts based simply on a best-fit, least-square

straight line showed a decrease during 1971. If this trend continues,

it can be estimated that the mean rate of aborts will drop from a monthly

mean rate of 6.48% of monthly inventory in 1971 to 3.80% in 1972.

Of the total of 370 aborts, 149 or 40.3% were directly attributable

to system related causes. These are "hydraulic system, control system,

engine failure, tail rotor, gear box, electrical system, oil system, fuel

system, and main rotor" in descending order of frequency of c1currence.

Of the remaining 221 aborts, 163 or 74% were for the "warning light came

on" or "other" causes.

As to the categories of.aborts, "precautionary landing" accounted

for 250 or 69% of the total. "Incident, major accident" and forced landing"

were the categories assigned to an additional 103 aborts. The balance of

13 aborts were distributed among the remaining three categories.

The rate of aborts was significantly higher for production year 1966

aircraft than for 1967 through 1970.

Twenty-two flight aborts or 5.95% of the total were reported as

suspected engine failures.
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Approximately twenty-four percent of the aborts reported during th year

were attributed to "warning light came on." The previously recommended field

survey in this area should be continued in an effort to isolate malfunctions

of the warning light system. Corrective action should be takern as necessary

on the basis of the results of the survey.

Of the 149 flight aborts directly attributable to system oriented causes

82 or 22.2% were caused by suspected hydraulic or control system failures.

An engineering survey of these area is recommended.
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FLEET DEPOT RETURNS

1. Present Return Criteria:

a. The purpose of the depot maintenance criteria is to provide

world-wide Army commands and their logistic support elements with

guidance for the establishment of a Depot Maintenance Program and

determination of when an aircraft should or musT be programmed for

Erogrammed Depot Maintenance (PDM).

b. The following are definitions and data used as planning criteria

for s lecting aircraft for PDM.

(1) Mandatory Time Between Overhaul (TBO): That time expressed

in flying hours of operation or time interval since new or last over-

haul wien an aircraft must be programmed into PDM.

(2) Mean 'rime Between Overhaul (MTlO): That time factor or depot

maintenance criteria expres,3ed in flying hours/months and used for pro-

gramming aircraft into depot maintenance for cyclic overhaul which

represents the average time attained by the total density of aircraft.

(3) First Line Aircraft: All aircraft in production and those air-

craft out of production, that are mission ecsential and deployable to

a combat theater. This includes the following aircraft OH-6A, OH-58A,

AH-lG, UH-l-all series (except A), CH-47-all series, CH-54-a2l series.

(4) Second Line Aircraft: All aircraft not included in the first

line category.

(5) "ondition: The condition of an aircraft is established by a

technical inspection which determines whether an aircraft should be re-

tained in operation or recommended for PDM. Condition determination

will be bu- d on the following factors: Safety of Flignt, Technical

Ability to Accomplish the Wor%, Man-Hour Capability to Keep the Aircraft
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in Serviceable Condition; Modifications Required and Consideration of

Theater Requirements for the Aircraft, in Event a Replacement is not

Available.

c. Depot Maintenance Criteria.

(i) Combat Operations.

Mean Time Between Mandatory Time
Aircraft Overhaul (MTBO) Between Overhaul (TBO)

UH-lB/C 1800 Hrs or 24 Months 2700 Hrs or 26 Months

UH-ID/H 2700 Hrs or 36 Months 3300 Hrs or 36 Months

AH-IG 2200 Hrs or 30 Months 3300 Hrs or 36 Months

CH-47/CH-54 2100 Hrs or 30 Months 2400 Hrs or 36 Months

LOH/OH-6A/OH-58A 2100 Hrs or 30 Months 2400 Hrs or 36 Months

(2) Peacetime Operations: There are no mandatory TBO's. Planning

Factors are:

(a) First Line Aircraft -- 60 Months.

(b) Second Line Aircraft -- Condition.

2. Portion of the Fleet in Overhaul:

a. Table 1 gives a breakdown of the number of aircraft having gone

through depot (organic), for both crash and battle damage and high time.

Tablel is set up on a monthly basis from Sept 1968 to Apr 1972. Il-

lustration 1 shows the number of aircraft backlogged (awaiting induction

into overhaul system) at the depot. Illustration 2 gives a month by

month accounting of aircraft having been processed through the depot.

b. Table 2 gives a breakdovn of the number of aircraft having gone

through depot (contract), for crash and battle damage. The Table does

not show backlog as the contractor does not keep records on this. Il-

lustration 3 gives a monthly breakdown of the aircraft having been

processed through the depot.
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3. Return Schedule:

For a schedule of aircraft returns in FY 1972 see Table 3. Table

3 gives the schedule of returns for both high time aircraft, and crash

and battle damage aircraft, It also breaks out, separately those ai'-

craft scheduled for project extend. I

TABLE 3

DEPOT RETURNS SCHEDULE (FY 72)

July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June

Estimated Returns 0 11. 0 3 9 10 7 16 1i 1i 8 6

Actual Returns 0 2 4 0 6 12 5 10 22 22

PROJECT EXTEND AIRCRAFT (FY 72) V

July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June

Estimated Returns 24 24

Actual Returns 2 1 10

4. Overhaul Cost:

Aircraft are returned to depot for overhaul for one of three reasons.

These are listed below along with their appropriate cost.

a. Project Extend Aircraft -- $25,000.00.

b. High Time Aircraft -- $75,000.00.

c. Crash Damage Aircraft -- $100,000.00.
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AH-lG CYCLIC OVERHAUL PROGRAM

This chapter will include result.. of an analysis of data on AH-IG

aircraft which have been processed through depot-level cyclic overhaul.

These results will be used as a basis for recommending suitable overhaul

criteria designed to:

a. Decrease cyclic overhaul costs.

b. Increase aircraft availability.

The analyses in this chapter will consist of the following sections:

a. Aircraft Out of Service Time Analysis - An examination of the various

factors contributing to non-availability of the aircraft due to the need

for cyclic overhaul. Out of service time refers to the total turnaround

time involved in the overhaul operation, and consists of the.Collowing

phases:

(1) Transit - The interval beginning after the owning unit releases

the aircraft for shipment to depot and ending after arrival of the air-

craft at the depot.

(2) Storage - The interval during which the aircraft is stored in

the depot as part of its backlog inventory.

(3) Process - The interval during which the aircraft is actually on

the assembly line being inspected and overhauled.

(4) Delivery - The interval beginning after completion of the over-

haul and ending after receipt of the aircraft by its next owner unit.

b. Aircraft Maintenance Action Analysis - An examination of the effect

of the number of required maintenance actions on out of service time
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and, in particular, process time.

c. Aircraft Flight Hour Analysis - An attempt to determine If the number

of flight hours logged by the aircraft has an effect on out of service time

or number of maintenance actions. This section will also include a list

of the parts repaired or replaced which show an increasing maintenance

trend (i.e. an increasing number of maintenance actions) as the number of

aircraft flight hours increases.

d. Aircraft Calendar Age Analysis - An attempt to determine if the

calendar age of the aircraft has an effect on out of service time or

number of maintenance actions. This section will also include a list of

the parts repaired or replaced which show an increasing maintenance

trend as the calendar age of the aircraft increases.

e. Parts Failure Mode Analysis - The parts showing increasing main-

tenance trends by flight hour and/or calendar age are analyzed to determine

the three dominant (i.e. most frequent) failure modes for each.

Vf. MWO Compliance Data - Engineering Change Proposals (ECP's) which

are approved and become Modification Work Orders (MWO's) are rrequently im-

plemented at the depot during cyclic overhaul. It is a fact, however,

that many of these MWO's could have been complied with in the field at a

lower echelon of maintenance, thereby reducing total process time at

'the depot. In an effort to better monitor the MWO compliance program,

the following information will be obtained from the depot:

() Purpose and description of the MWO.

(2) Number of manhours required for compliance.

(3) Cost of the MWO and who was paid for it.

(4) The lowest maintenance level at which the MWO kit could have

been installed.
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All of the above analyses are, of course, predicated on the availability

of required data. The primary sources for this data are 207 forms and

local depot records, the latter hopefully providing the above MWO com-

pliance data. Thus far, however, no cyclic overhaul data has been re-

ported on the AH-lG aircraft nor has it been reported on any aircraft

since September 1970. Action has been taken to implement the provisions

of DA Cir 750-35, which explicitly prescribes such reporting. The

latest indications are that overhaul data reporting has once again been

resumed; hoiwever, it will be some time before sufficient data can be

collected and processed to enable a meaningful analysis to be performed.

8
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SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM

RELI A BI L ITY

AND

MAINTAINABI LITY

CHARACTERISTICS
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The primary objective of this chapter is to present pardheters

indicative of' the reliability and maintainability of the end item at

different functional leVels. The two subjects will normaliy be pre-

sented as separate chapters in future Management Sumpmary Reports; for

reasons of' expediency and temporary data base limitations that will be

further elaborated upon, the two are combined in this report.

The data base from which the paraneters in this chapter were

generated consists of six months of AH-lG field data, reported via

the TAMMS (TM 38-750) information system. Maintenance reporting from

the organizational, direct support and general support echelons on end

item aircraft, as well as maintenance reporting on major items comprise

the data base, referred to as the Maintenance Action File. This file

is the result of intensivw efforts to establlah an edited maintenance

tile which ',an be interrogated for all Relitbi]ity, Availability, Main-

tainability, utilization, and logistical related parameters by automated

techniques.

The file is essentially in life cycle sequence by aircraft serial

number for those aircraft for which data exists. Edits have been per-

formed on.nearly all fields within a record, including the end item,

component, flight hour, and data fields. In order to effectively

utilize all data, the component edit consisted of a series of edits

culminating in the generation of a Work Unit Code System for the AH-IG

fleet. The system, characterized as a system-subsystem breakdown, is

presently being utilized as an in-house tool to enable structuring of

the maintenance at all levels. It permits the delineation of all
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re-ported maintenance- to its -respective level within a riven functionail

i, roup and facilitates th generation of sdbject RAM related parameters.

Utilizing the Work Unit Code System, all maintenance reported against

the AH-IG fleet for the ,. bject time frame was assigned to respective

functional groups, and as possible, the section, installation, assembly,

subassembly, and part level. If it was not possible to assign a mainte-

nance action to an applicable functional area, it was assigned to the end

item aircraft level (e.g., daily and intermediate inspections).

All parameters are based on six months of data. In order to allow

for inherent voids in reporting, which could be due to non-reporting,

erroneous or lost records, or errors incorporated by data reduction at

the keypunch facility, it was necessary to adjust the accumulated flight

hour totals t6 be commensurate with the total maintenance actions reported.

With this objective in mind, a gap analysis was performed on the data. It

was concluded that for a sample of 619 aircraft that had reporting in the

subject time frame (1 July 70 to 31 Dec 70), a total of 72,990 maintenance

actions were reported against a flight hour profile of 95,476 flight hours.

In that period there was an additional 55,271 accumulated flight hours, or

gap hours, that had no reporting; this was equivalent to 39% of the total

acceptable flight hours. The total acceptable flight hour value provided

the base for evaluating all other RAM related parameters.

As previously stated, major component statistics (DA Form 241 0 repdorting)

are included in the Maintenance Action File. Upon their inclusion into the

file, it is necessary to make a determination as to the number and type of

inserted documents that represent a corresponding number of replacement
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actions. Because the automated routine that performs this function is

not yet operational, it is necessary at this time to generate the replace-

ment statistics for the major components ttilizing data from the Major

Items Chapter of this report. Using the flight hour base of 95,476 hourr.

and the average time since last installation of the major items, a pro-

jected number of replacements could be ascertained.

The RAM related parameters presented in this chapter have been selected

with the intent of providing parameters unaffected by the temporary data

base limitations. Those generated for the end item and functional group

levels are displayed in Table 1. At these levels, the following parameters

are presented:

A. Total Number of Maintenance Actions.

B. Total Number of Replace Actions.

C. Total Number of Repair Actions.

D. Mean Time Between Maintenance Actions.

E. Mean Time Between Replace Actions.

F. Mean Time Between Repair Actions.

Below the end item and functional group levels, illustrations aid in

the identification of those sections, installations, assemblies, sub-

assemblies, or parts that have received inordinately high maintenance. For

each illustration, the subject items are identified by a reference number.

F'ollowing each set of illustrations for a given functional group, there is

a corresponding table that displays associated RAM parameters, keying on

thp reference numbers of the items on each illustration. The reference

number, its noun nomenclature, and the following parameters are presente..d

on each table:
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A. Total Number of Maintenance Action,-.

I. Total Number of Replace Actions.

C. Total Number 0i' Repair Actions.

D. Average Maintenance Manhours Per Maintenance Action.

E. Average Maintenance Manhours Per Replace Action.

F. Averagoe-Maintenance Manhours Per Repair Actipn.

G. Dominant Reported Failure Mode.

The maintenance manhour information could not be presented at the

end item or functional group levels because of the necessity to edit

th6 field on all maintenance reporting, which is of'ten left blank or

obviously in error. The automated technique performin;- this function

is being implemented at this time. Maintenance manhours above the

subject item level is meaningless until the edit is completed.

This hapter will be subject to change in future reports as the

aforementioned edits are implemented. For a given time, the reliability

at the end item and all subordinate levels will be determined. More

comprehensive maintainability parameters, Including maintenance manhours.

per flight hour, will be generated. The data base for each fleet will be

enlarged and the time frame more recent as field reporting and submission

of data to AVSCaM improve.
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I

INTRODUCTION

(U) Equipment Improvement Recommendations (EIR's) are submitted by

the user when a fault or deficiency is discovered with Army equipment

in the field. The nature of the EIR may involve equipment failures,

defective new material, or proposed improvements in material. The

object of the EIR system is to encourage field personnel to participate

in the process of recommending improvements in military operational

equipment for more effective utilization and performance. At the same

time, the Commodity Command can utilize operational data to effect con-

tinuing engineering improvements to up-grade the items and compile a

history of usage data for future development of new equipment.

There are three types of EIR's:

(1) Emergency.

(2) Urgent. 8

(3) Routine.

The emergency EIR is submitted on known unsafe conditions, which, if not

corrected, could result in fatal or serious injury to personnel, extensive

damage or destruction of valuable property, or when national security may

be jeopardized.

The urgent EIR is submitted on potentially hazardous conditions that

are suspected to exist, and could result in serious injury to personnel,

damage to valuable property or reduce combat effectiveness. Although

safety may be compromised, the risk is acceptable within reasonable

limits. Finally, the routine EIR is submitted on all other conditions

pertaining to equipment or procedures requiring improvement. Emergency
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EIR's must be acknowledged by electrical message within 24 hours of receipt;

urgent EIR's must be acknowledged by electrical message or air mall within

72 hours of redeipt; routine EIR's must be acknowledged within 5 days of

receipt. (Reference AVSCOM Regulation 750-28). AMC Regulation 750-3 re-

quires that Emergency and Urgent category EIRs be answered within 30 days

and that Routine type be answered within 150 days. The distinction between

acknowledging and inswering an EIR is that acknowledgement merely involves

telling the initiator that the EIR has been received, while the latter

conveys the information concerning what action, if any, is being taken to

resolve the problem. Further details of the EIR system are presented in

Appendix A.

This chapter first presents an accounting and categorization of those

EIR's received during the reporting period. The chapter then proceeds to

evaluate that portion of the total that was assigned to cases. This evalu-

ation includes a detailed analysis of emergency EIR's, an analysis with

respect to functional group and an analysis of the particular components

by part number.

EIR CASE FILES

Any single EIR or group of related EIRs which reflect a significant

isolated or recurring problem with equipment failures, defective new

material, inadequate technical publications or environmental deterioration A

will normally be classified into an EIR case file. When a case file is

evaluated and processed for investigation, all outstanding EIRs are com-

pared to the case file for similarity. After final actions and dispositions

are taken for each investigation, the EIR becomes a part of the case file.
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These files are then maintained for future use to provide answers to

open case investigations and evaluate past problem history with the

equipment. Each case number consists of a functional group code; the

appropriate failure code and the part number of the item reported as

defective, failed or requiring improvement by the field activities.

13
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ACCOUNTING

The first portion of this chapter addresses the question of

accounting for those EIR's received against the particular fleet of

aircraft being analyzed. The value in documenting this type of

information lies not in the mere presentation of numbers but rather

in evaluating the credibility of the entire EIR system. Higher

headquarters have recently been placing considerable significance

on EIR accountability. A comprehensive automated computer program

has been developed to handle the accounting of EIR's. This program

is currently being revised, therefore, the following tables contain

only a limited amount of information. They do, * .rever, indicate the

type of information which will be available.

Table 1 is concerned only with those EIR's received during a

given quarter. It segregates these EIR's into those assigned or not

assigned to cases and those answered or not answered, again within the

given quarter. These EIR's are also sub-categorized according to type

(emergency, urgent, or routine), month and responsible action office.

For those EIR's answered within the quarter, the method of answer is

also displayed.

Table 2 presents a summary of unanswered EIR's. It gives the

backlog existing on the first day of the given quarter, EIR's received

this quarter and not answered, past EIR's answered within the quarter,

and the present backlog of unanswered EIR's on the last day of the

accounting quarter. All of these displays are again categorized according
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to type, month, and action office. The present backlog is also

categorized according to 30 day time periods for not answering EIR's.

A third table presenting a summary of unassigned case numbers

will also be available soon. It will contain displays similar to

those in the summary of unanswered EIR's. The modified program will

also account for EIR's that are administratively closed as well as

EIR's that have been transferred from one action office to another.
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EMERGENCY EIR'S

COMMAND STATUS

The Directorate for Product Assurance, Systems Performance Assessment

Division, Assessment Methodology Branch (AMSAV-LSA) maintains the auto-

mated data bank for accumulation and control of the EIR report program.

In this same area of responsibility, registers are maintained for

Emergency EIR's submitted from the field by electrical message and the

mail-in copies of the DA Forms 2407. Using this centralized control of

the EIR's received and assigned to the various action offices, a large

display board was designed to indicate status of Emergency EIR's in the

Command Operations Center (COC). This board is located in the COC room

on the 5th floor adjacent to the message center. The register of these

EIR's is provided for daily review by Command elements and interested

action officers to indicate the most current actions or interim instruc-

tions to the initiator of these EIR's. Daily visits are made by personnel

from AMSAV-LSA to up-date this Emergency EIR statuo board and to advise

the COC office staff of all actions taken to resolve these reports in a

timely manner.

TECHNICAL EVALUATION

A review of the EIR Data Bank was performed to determine how many

EIRs received during calendar year 1972 were classified as Emergency

category. The register for electrical message or TWX transmitted EIRs

listed one and the register for mail-in copies contained four emergency
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EIhs. Copies of these reports were obtained and studied to find any

weakness in the system for processing the emergency EIRs. The study

was approached to look at each EIR report and to analyze the initiator's

description of the problem and evaluate the user experience with the

equipment. The investigation and subsequent disposition of each case,

as furnished by the responsible action office, was not questioned

during this study. The results of the ana"lysis of the five EIRs

mentioned above, together with specific observations, are listed in

the following paragraphs:

a. Emergency EIR (TWX): 1332154. (See Figure 81 attached)

(1) Subject: Cosmoline (Preservative Grease) Found in Main Rotor

Hub Trunnion.

(2) Initial Action: Downgraded to routine category per TM 38-750.

(3) Investigation: Continuing at ARADMAC by Directorate for Research,

Development and Engineering.

(4) Disposition: Interim instructions were sent to the field for

the cleaning, inspecting and subsequent use of these hubs and/or bearings.

It is suspected that the grease will attack and soften the teflon bearings.

(5) Observations: This discrepancy is adequately reported and described

in EIR case number PG-04-095-540-oll-liO-9-13, which contains four EIR's and

case number PG-04-095-540-011-ll0-5, which contains thirteen EIR's. The

f .st case concerns bearings installed in main rotor head assemblies with

grease during overhaul at ARADMAC. The second case concerns bearings

improperly preserved in grease during overhaul at Spartan Aircraft in
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Tulsa, Oklahoma, on contract DAAJ01-T0-D-0090 during June and July, S

1971. Many other bearings were received from Army supply depots, new

and not installed in main rotor hubs, which were improperly preserved

by the contractor who supplied the bearings to the Army. These parti-

cular bearings were not supplied by the prime aircraft manufacturer

(Bell Helicopter Company).

b. Emergency EIR: 120545. (See Figure 105 attached).

(1) Subject: Cracked Boot on Transmission Input Shaft.

(2) Initial Action: Downgraded to routine category EIR per TM 38-750.

(3) Investigation: Closed.

(4) Disposition: The field has been notified that a new type seal

is being manufactured for replacement.

(5) Observations: This problem was reported in EIR case number

PG-04-117-205-040-004-3, concerning deteriorated seals on the drive

shaft assembly. There were two EIR's in this case folder and the

manufacturer of the rubber boot was identified as the Lord Manufacturing

Company. Another cross referenced file, EIR case number PG-04-947-205-040-

176-1, concerning torn drive shaft boots, contained thirty-five separate

EIR's and one Equipment Performance Report from Fort Rucker, Alabama.

All of these reports were written describing the rubber boot as cracked,

torn, punctured with holes, separating, deteriorating and permitting the

grease and/or lubricant to be slung inside the cowling of the aircraft.

c. Emergency EIR: N05749. (See Figure 84 attached).

(1) Subject: Stud, P/N AN -126366 Broken in Transmission Case.

() Initial Action: Downgraded to routine category EIR per TM 38-750.
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(3) Investigation: Continuing.

(4) Disposition: Unknown at this time.

(5) Observations: The TM-55-1520-221-34P, figure 87, item 17, in-

dicates use of the AN-125366 standard stud for this installation as stated

in the EIR. It is important here to note that there are also four (4)

other studs listed in the technical manual, oversize from .003 to .012

inches, that are used for those applications where a larger thread is

required during overhaul or repair of the case. It is possible that

these studs were not installed correctly during overhaul by application

excessive of torque loads; improper use of impact wrenches to torque the

studs; or material in the studs not in accordance with the specification

requirements.

d. Emergency EIR: N17759. (See Figure 54 attached).

(1) Subject: Crosstube, P/N 209-250-002-45 is Cracked.

(2) Initial Action: Downgraded to urgent category per TM 38-750.

(3) Investigation: Completed.

(4) Disposition: Project closed.

(5) Observations: This type of a defect has been reported previously

in EIR case number PG-02-070-209-050-002-45, concerning broken forward

crosstubes found in three different EIR's. None of the failures were

similar in nature or occurrence. EIR case number PG-02-190-209-050-003,

oontained five EIR's reporting cracked crosstube fairing assemblies.

These are made from a plastic or fiberglass material which has been cracking

after maintenance personnel use these as a step to support themselves while

working on the aircraft. Another EIR case, number PG-01-190-209-050-003
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contained a similar complaint in an Equipment Performance Report from

Fort Rucker, Alabama. Broken crosstube assemblies were found in two

EIRs submitted under case number PG-02-070-209-050-007-45. These cross-

tubes were broken next to the saddle area and one contained a crack about

six inches above the skid. A cracked section of tube was forwarded to

AVSCOM for analysis from a similar incident. The broken section of the

crosstube from this EIR report was requested in AVSCOM's reply to the

field. Inspection criteria was provided in the reply to permit the user

to find any other defects in these tubes and replace them where required.

This EIR was transmitted to AVSCOM on 26 Sep and the final answer was sent

back by 18 Oct 71.

e. Emergency EIR: R45547. (See Figure 46 attached).

(1) Subject: Cracked in Tailboom, P/N 209-010-700-1.

(2) Initial Action: Downgraded to routine category per TM 38-750.

(3) Investigation: Continuing.

(4) Disposition: Interim instructions sent to the initiator request'..g

the part number be corrected and a more accurate location and description of

the cracked area. It was suggested that a photograph be included with a

resubmittal of the EIR.

(5) Observations: The initiator of the EIR used the part number for

the tail rotor installation; an improper Federal Stock Number, and wrote

the discrepant condition against the tail boom. In paragraph 11, on page

2 of the EIR, the cause is described as follows: "Failure or crack in

V (vertical) fin, left side of tail." A sketch was attached to the EIR

indicating that the crack was at a location behind the ta-i rotor ge "
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box somewhere between the aft end of the tail boom splice line and the

forward attach point of the vertical fin. The descriptive information

was too confusing to determine where the crack existed and more detailed

information was required. No previous case files were in existence.

f. The register of Emergency EIR's prepared by the Directorate for

Product Assurance, Systems Performance Assessment Division, Assessment

Methodology Branch (AMSAV-LSA) contained thirty Emergency category EIR's

for the first quarter of calendar year 1972. Of these, five were written

for problems with the AH-1G aircraft. One EIR assigned to the Powerplants

action office was not assigned to any aircraft system but further research

revealed EIR N08606 was initiated for an internal failure of a T53-L-13B

turbine engine on the UH-lH aircraft. This EIR was carried over into this

report since the T53-L-13B engine can also be used on the AH-lG; and in

the Major Items Chapter the same turbine engine is included in the list of

major items that can be improved. A separate Major Items Special Study

(MISS) report for the UH-lH and the AH-lG reveal the dominant failure mode

for the turbine engines to be internal failures. From this data reported

by the field afid subsequently analyzed for these reports in the area of

reliability and maintainability, the family of turbine engines on these

TMS fleets deserve intensive actions to remedy these failure conditions.
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FUNCTIONAL GROUP ANALYSIS

The following section presents an analysis of EIR's by functional

group. Illustration 1 shows the distribution of EIR's by functional

group for the current quarter versus the two-year period. Note that

the dynamic components of the Rotor, Transmission System/Clutches group

continue to perform poorly as they did in previous summaries, and the

Powerplant and Related Systems group continues to occupy the next

highest failure level.

Illustration 2 shows the three most frequent failure modes for each

functional group. The "bearing failures" reported by EIRs for the Rotor

and Drive System appear to be consistent with the failure mode analysis

obtained from the DA Form 2410 (TAMMS) reporting system. The predominance

of "internal failures" in the Powerplant System continues to highlight

this repetitive problem with the T53-L-13 turbine engines.

Table 2 is presented to show a trend in the number of EIR's submitted

during this quarter versus the number submitted in the previous report.

Note that the trend is still upward for Rotor, Transmission System and

Power-plant functional groups while the other three groups fall into a

sharp decline in relation to the number of EIR's being written on each

system.
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TABLE 2

CHANGE IN EIR SUBMITTAL RATE

Functional Group % Change

Current Quarter Two-Year Period

Rotor, Transmission System, Clutches +20 + 6

Powerplants & Related Systems +144 + 43

Airframe -233 - 66

Hydraulic System -414 -200

Flight Controls - 33 - 24

NOTE: The rate of change for the current quarter will be a more substantial

increase/decrease than for the two-year period. This reflects a character-

istic of "Small Sample" behavior and should not be interpreted as an indi-

cation of a sudden spurt or decline in EIR submittals.

The remaining section of this chapter presents an analysis of EIR's

by particular component.
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COMPONENT ANALYSIS

Table 3 shows the ranking of the five highest components where the

greatest number of EIR's were submitted for the quarter.

TABLE 3

"HIGH FIVE" EIRIS

Greatest Number of EIR's For Quarter

COMPONENTS NO. EIR'S % TOTAL

Servocylinder Assembly 31 16

Swashplate & Support Assembly 21 11

Engine, Turbine 20 10

Hub, Main Rotor 14 7

Gear Box 420 10 5

This is indicative of the degree of trouble these defective units are

causing in the field. Also, these components may be taxing the supply

pipeline beyond the original spares forecast for support requirements.

As for individual components within the functional groups, Table 4

shows the top 17 components reportid failing in EIR cases assigned during

the two-year period under observation. These items represent 44.9% of the

1760 EIR's submitted and analyzed. The number of EIR's assigned to a par-

ticular part numbered component is presented on a quarterly basis for the

purpose of establishing any trends or significant changes. The failure

code most often reported against the individual component is also given.
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The purpose of Illustrations 3, 4, and 5 is to show a comparison of

the EIR data presented in Table 4 with removal rate data as furnished

by DA Form 2410 for selected part numbered components. These illustra-

tions are dual ordinate graphs; the first ordinate representing the

number of EIR's assigned to cases and the second representing the number

of component removals per operating hour. These comparisons are presented

for a six quarter, rather than eight quarter, period because of the time

lag in 2410 data being processed. The EIR trend is given by the solid

line while the broken line illustrates the removal rate.

If a direct correlation appears to exist between EIR submittals and

component removal rates such that when one increases the other correspon-

dingly increases, the apparent explanation is that of "stepped-up" mainte-

nance. Stepped-up maintenance is the result of decreased aircraft usage

which will allow more time for field personnel to uncover and document

problems. The inverse of the situation could, of course, also take place.

The purpose of Illustration 6 is to investigate the possibility of any

correlation between operational usage and EIR submittals. The broken

line illustrates the trend in flight hours for the fleet in given quarterly

time periods and the two solid lines portray the total number of EIR's

assigned to the seventeen most-reported components presented in Table 4.
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SIGNIFICANT OBSERVATIONS

The previous discussion and analysis of various problem areas provides

for the following significant observations:

1. The dynamic components of the Rotor, Transmission System/

Clutches functional group have the greatest quantity of EIR's submitted

from field failure experience.

2. Within this same system, the main rotor hub, the 420 gear box,

and the swashplate and support assembly are the most troublesome compo-

nents.

3. The turbine engine continues to exhibit a high removal rate

due to "internal failure," but a proper engineering assessment into the

nature of these problems cannot be made without a teardown analysis or

disassembly inspection of these failed engines.

4. The dominant failure mode of "bearing failure" in the Rotor,

Transmission System/Clutches functional group reflects a weakness in the

design and application of these bearings or inadequate provision for

lubrication. ECP 564, for Elastomeric Flapping Axis Bearings on the AH-1G

and UH-1C/M Main Rotor Hub, has been approved and hopefully, these improved

bearings will alleviate some of these "bearing failure" problems.

5. The present automated system used for assigning EIR's to their

applicable functional group involves matching the component part number

of the EIR case number with the part number lists from the -34P technical

manual which are on an AOP tape. Only those EIR's which match the tape

1
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are available for analysis; thus limiting the possibilities of a thorough

analysis of all reported failures on a specific case problem. This occurs

when the -34P tape is not up to date and/or when human errors are made in

assigning and transcribing case numbers to the EIR. The Directorate for

Product Assurance, Systems Performance Assessment Division, Assessment

Methodology Branch (AMSAV-LSA) is investigating the possibilities of

developing an automated system for providing a functional breakdown of

components for an aircraft system which will not require the -34P manual

listings for matching the part numbers used in EIR case numbers.

6. Field activities are keeping a close watch on the EIR program

and they are vitally interested in receiving a quick and technically

adequate response to their EIR submittals. Therefore, all elements of

the Command that are responsible for supporting the EIR effort should

aggressively pursue the prime objective of seeking feasible solutions to

problems and expediting replies back to the initiator of the report.

7. Illustration 6 does not show any apparent correlation between

fleet flying hours and EIR submittals. It does, however, indicate that,

on a proportionate basis, the top seventeen failed Lomponents presented

in Table 4 are highly representative of the total.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Based upon the significant observations previously outlined, it

is recommended that: 4

1. The function of maintaining the EIR control system is being done "

by AMSAV-LSA and the value of the output of this system is, however, only
I

as good as the input. Therefore, all offices involved with EIR's must

make a resolute effort to process all EIR transactions through this office.

2. All action offices should strive to assign EIRs to case numbers

accurately and provide answers to EIR's in an expeditious manner.

3. All replies to the field concerning the results of any investi-

gation of emergency or urgent category EIRs should be carefully prepared

to insure confidence in the reporting system. This will help minimize

those instances where repetitive occurrences will not be arbitrarily

upgraded and submitted with hopes to speed up an investigation or obtain

unwarranted priorities for routine problems.
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EIR EXHIBIT ACCOUNTING

INTRODUCTION

Investigation and analysis of Equipment Improvement Recommendations

(zIRs) is enhanced by having the defective or failed items available

for direct observation and analysis. The exhibits permit the affected

National Maintenance Point (NMP) to accomplish analytical teardown that

would frequently reveal defects, or failures, which are not normally

ascertained during diagnosis and removal of a major item at lower levels

of maintenance.

An EIR exhibit can be a fastener, detail part, assembly or component

that is selected as a prime example of the deficient condition to support

an Equ: -ent Improvement Recemmendation and is submitied with a copy

of the DA Form 2407 to the NMP.

Although all EIR exhibits must support an EIR, all EIR's do not

require ei, exhibit. I

An investigation may be carried to grzater depth by having the item

or exhibit for analysis. This is usually a disassembly inspection to

visually, cr by laboratory technique, determine what caused the failure.

In more difficult studies, a tear-down analysis can be developed and

funded to examine all areas of the item for discrepancies in materials,

assembly procedures, incorrect parts or other suspected causes. This

chapter will examine the need for a system to account for the exhibits

and funding to the agencies or contractors responsible for this work.
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SIGNIFICANT OBSERVATIONS

As the result of limited contacts with various organizations within

this Command and satellite activities, it appears that an EIR exhibit

accounting system is almost non-existent. Apparently, the job of

property disposition is achieved without a definite method or process

for tracking of exhibits, and the part number and Federal Stock Number

seem to be the main criteria used to account for this property.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Due to the lack of a coordinated syrtem of EIR exhibit accountability,

it is recommended that:

a. The Directorate for Product Assurance coordinate with responsible

elements of this Command and review existing procedures i9or processing and

exhibit disposition and develop a feasible method for systematic ex-

hibit accounting.

b. AVSCOM Regulation 735-2 be revised to incorporate a workable

exhibit accounting procedure with the necessary responsibilities and

flow diagrams to effect a coordinated system between AVSCOM, the depots,

and respective contractors performing exhibit handling and analysis.
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FIELD SERVICE REPORTS

Primo airt'raft manufacturers and the Army have their own technical

srvico representatives stationed in countries where the equipment is

in operation to provide training related to the aircraft and help to

resolve maintenance problems. These Deople who work for the Army are

the Department of the Army Civilian Technical Representatives referred

to as DAC-Reps.

Whether it is service done on a contract basis by the manufacturer

or by the DAC-Rep, the results of their work with the user and the

fielded equipment must be recorded and sent to a central place for

collection. These reports are being forwarded from all over the globe

to the AVSCOM Directorate for Maintenance. These reports are then

automated and analyzed by specialists for each aircraft fleet. The

information is used to initiate imbrovements with equipment, manuals,

tools, test equipment, training and logistics of replacement parts and

accessories.

These reports are prepared from first-hand assistance given to the

user for the original problem and the methods used for on-site correction

or repairs. While these reports highlight existing failures and show

where new trends are developing, they can be used to analyze corrective

measures and develop effective product improvement changes.

Early receipt of this data will also permit a coordinated analysis

of those failure trends being presently reported through the Equipment
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Improvement Recommendations (EIR) data bank. From this, a greater con-

contration of failure data from widely varying service conditions will

1v ,vallable to permit significant analysis in the Special Studies Chapter.

It is intended that this data will provide the capability to analyze

field service reports and EIRs to determine if the user Is experiencing

problems with new material. These can be compared with the Unserviceable

Material Reports (UMR) which indicate when new items are discovered to

be discrepant and are rejected prior to storage at the depots or issue

to the field.

The Directorate for Maintenance started to automate their Deficiency/

Information Reports, SAV-L-A Forms 518, in the latter part of 1971 and

have made provisions to cross-reference the reports to the control numbers

given for ETR reports. The first substantial collection of this data

was analyzed for the periods 15 February through 15 March 1972 and

15 March through 15 April 1972 for all assigned aircraft fleets. The

following is a list of those field service reports related to the AH-lG

fleet:

AH-lG S/N 67-15789 ACFT TIME 4:4o inS

Main Drive Shaft Misalignment, P/N 205-04o-oo4-3.
Corrected And Returned To Service. No EIR Submitted.

AH-IG S/N 70-15981 ACFT TIME 11:30 HRS

Identification Plate Not Installed Correctly,
P/N 209-075-222-25. Reinstalled Correctly And
Special Report Submitted On Stability Control
Augmentation System (SCAS) For This Aircraft.

AH-lG S/N 67-15791 ACFT TIME 943 :00 HRS

Bellcrank P/N 209-001-051-1 Was Worn Off Locally
Due To Chafing Action Of Connecting Link Clevis

P/N 209-001-063-13. Condition Was Corrected.
ETR With Photographs Submitted To AVSCOM.
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These reports have not been correlated to existing data in the EIR

information bank for a trend, but previous records of these items reveals

no significant problem history. As new data becomes available, these

areas will be reviewed for any specific actions or recommendatIons to be

included in the Management Summary Report.
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MAJOR ITE4S

Major Items include all finite life items, time change items, and

itemz selected because of their high cost or need for intensive manage-

ment. The data utilized was submitted via the TAERS/TAMMS DA Form 2410.

The collection of data utilized in this analysis covers the time period

from January 1964 to December 1971. For a more detailed study, it is

recommended that RAMMIT Reports, Reportable Items Action Data Sorts (RIADS)

and Aircraft Component Time Since Installation, Overhaul, or New (ACTION),

be investigated for this fleet,

The objective of this section is to pcesent cost indicators and mainte-

nance characteristics on presently configured major items for the given fleet

of aircraft, respectively. All presently configured major items for this

fleet have been listed in the tables regardless of the availability of data.

However, the RAMMIT system has information on previous component configura-

tions which may be acquired upon request. Those cost indicators depicted

within the first two tables of this section are based on both new item

procurement cost and estimates of average overhaul/repair cost at depot

level activities. All statistics gathered from 24l1 records pertaining to

"removal" on major items were used in determining the cost indicators

regardless of the reason for removal. Also, average installation manhour

cost per operating hour on each major item was calculated to determine

their relative effect on overall replacement cost.

The cost derivations in this section are based on both current new item

acquisition cost and estimates of current overhaul cost. It is emphasized

that the several cost comparisons made between two types of cost factors
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should not be construed to represent total system cost. Regardless of

the existing Army policy of procurement, there are certain incurred costs

which are not included in the above mentioned cost comparisons. Such

cost related considerations as shipping, storage, depreciation, inventory

carrying cost, capacity cost, and investment cost have not been viewed

in this section. However, such cost factors must be comtemplated in

conjunction with future Army procurement policies. This philosophy

shouid be remembered when viewing the first two tables which deal exclu-

sively with cost information.

The remaining three tables display and rank each of the major items

according to average installed operating hours, average manhours to

install and installation manhours per installed operating hours. Each

of these tables provide the nomenclature, part numbers and federal stock

numbers for all presently confgured major items on the fleet. Brief

descriptions and any significant observations parallel the following tables.
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I
TABLE I

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MAJOR ITEM COST INDICATORS

The cost indicators presented in the following table provide a means

for comparing the Army's policies in existence; replacement with a new

major item or replacement with an overhauled item. The cost differences

are presented in columns 1 and 2 for each of the major items analyzed in

this chapter. It is emphasized that these cost statistics are only

approximations of actual cost but furnish a means for taking relative

measurements on the Army's maintenance policies.

In some cases a major item appears two or more times on an aircraft

system (see column 3). These additional items have an effect on the overall

cost picture per operating hour. For example, there are two main rotor

blades on an aircraft which must be replaced on an average of

operating hours. The true cost of replacing these blades would be equal

to twice th,, item acquisition cost or overhaul cost. The result is that

a new cost indicator must be derived for both acqaiisltion and overhaul cost.

The "new item cost indicator per operating hour" (Col 4) and the "over-

haul/repair cost indicator per operating hour" (Col 5) represent the upper

and lower bounds of the actual cost to "purchase" these major items. The

"new item cost indicator" coincides with an Army policy of replacing all

major items with new items. Likewise, the overhaul cost indicator coincides

with a policy of replacement with overhauled items. A summation of each of

these parameters gives the range of average cot for renlacing these major

items on a flight hour basis. As depicted in table I an Army policy of
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replacing major items with newly purchased items will cost significantly

more per operating flight hour in contrast to a policy of replacement

with overhauled items. It is intuitively obvious that the choice of

policy (or mixture of policies) will have a significant effect on the

potential cost per operating flight hour for the procurement of major

items.

The last column displays the installation manhour cost per operating

hour for each of the major items. This parameter remains constant

regardless of the policy of replacement. The summation of these values

gives the relative manhour cost per operating houL to install those major

items and must be considered in conjunction with the previously mentioned

parameters as an influential cost factor. Comparison of the manhour

cost indicator with that of the item cost indicators reveals the impact

which installation manhours has on the cost of replacing a major item.

The cost parameters presented in this table were derived from two basic

estimates: procurement ccst estimates (new purchase cost or overhaul cost),

and average installed operating hours wnich is an estimate of the usage rate

for major items, Thus, any measurements made utilizing these parameters will

be based on actual usage of the major items and not on aniticpated demand for

these items. Logically, this is a more reasonable approach in determining

future materiel requirements and more significantly in determining future

monetary needs through budgetary proposals using different Army procurement

policies. The usage rate (historical data) may be utilized in conjunction

with existing procurement methods to determine future requirements. It is

anticipated that this additonal information concerning major items would

aid in projecting true requirements and enhance supply personnel with their
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task of meeting demands at lowest possible cost-. In retrospect, procurement

problems should be resolved through decisions based on all available information.

By increasing the average installed operating hour (reducing frequency)

value for each major item, an overall cost reduction may be realized in any

replacement policy (program). Improved quality of those major items exhibiting

low average installed operating hours with corresnonding high unit cost will

have a substantial effect on the cost of maintenance. Maintainability may

also be improved through better design features which will reduce installa-

tion manhour cost per operating flight hour. For those major items which

exhibit a relatively high installation manhour cost In relation to procure-

ment cost, improvements in design, maintenance procedures or equipment

will proportionally reduce overall. cost. Lastly, table 1 indicates that

an intensified overhaul/repair program has the greatest potential of

reducing major item cost for the fleet.
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TABLE 2

POTENTIAL COST SAVINGS

The lost indicators derived in the previous table place quantitative

values on expected cost given a particular maintenan,!e policy. Although

these cost indicators are estimates, they, nevertheless, furnish maximum

and minimum values for an array of possible costs. By taking these extreme

values and extrapolatinA requirements under future flight hour programs, a

relative measurement of potential cost savings may be obtained. This is

accomplished by comparing the overall cost between a policy of replacement

with new major items or with overhauled major items. Note that these

potential cost savings are based on usage rates rather than demand rates.

Table 2 displays the cost savings which might be realized under 40 flight

hour, 50 flight hour, and 60 flight hour programs Der month, respectively.

Two assumptions are made under these computations. First, the size of the J
fleet was held constant at a given number of aircraft. Obviously, this value

will change over time but the percentage of savings should remain constant.

Lastly, the new item cost indicator and overhaul cost indicator, as derived

in the previous table, were used in the computations. Both of these

indicators are based on a particular removal rate for aircraft in the

entire fleet. Thus, the results in table 2 are based on a constant removal

rate. If this removal rate changes during any future time frame, the

potential cost savings will ch&r.ge.

By summing each of the columns under the given flight hour nrograms,

potential savings are obtained at the fleet level for all major items as a

whole. These values represent possible savings for only one month. On a
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yearly basis these values would be twelve times greater and certainly

provide evidence that this area is tremendously vulnerable to cost

r.,duction. Cost reduction studies should be focused on those specific

major Items which exhibit the greatest potential savings. The result

is that the overall fleet cost for major items will be reduced

significantly.

4
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SIGNIFICANT OBSERVATIONS

]. The potential cost savings for each of the AH-IG major items

represents only a relative means for measuremdlt. The values should

not be construed to represent actual cost savings.

2. The values under new item cost and overhaul item cost should be

interpreted as maximum and minimum values of a range of possible cost

savings.
I

3. Summing the potential cost savings for each of the 17 major items

will give an indication as to possible savings on replacement of major 4

items at the fleet level. Under an Army policy of replacement through

overhauled items, the following are potential savings per month:

0 a 40 flight hour program - $ 78,675,000.00*

6 a 50 flight hour program - $ 98,349,OOO.00*

0 a 60 flight hour program - $ 118,017,000.00#

4. The above potential savings may be more quickly realized by establishing

cost reduction procedures and policy for overhauling major items: especially

on the turbine engines, main rotor hubs and main rotor blades which could

provide a large savings.

I

*These potential cost savings do not include shipping cost, depreciation

cost, inventory carrying cost, etc., and must be a factor of consideration

when developing future Army replacement policies.
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TABLES 3 & 4 & 5

TABLE 3 - Average Installed Operating Hour

The average installed operating hour is a measure of how long a parti-

cular major item will operate without removal for any reason on new and

overhauled major items. The major items are ranked for this parameter in

ascending order. Using average installed operating hour as a reliability

index, the major items with low operating hour values are prime candidates

for improved reliability emphasis.

TABLE 4 - Average Manhours to Install

This parameter shows the relative time expenditures to install each of

the major items. The summation value for each major item is a weighted

average of all the statistics found under each FSN. The manhour sample

size reveals the weight of each statistic. Again, the parameter is ranked,

but in descending order.

TABLE 5 - Installation Manhours Per Installed Operating Hour

Installation manhours per installed operating hour reveals the mainte-

nance manhours needed for every flight hour expended on the fleet. The

parameter provides a means for identifying areas where new maintenance

policies or procedures might enhance maintainability. The sumuation values

for each of the items is placed in descending order so that special attention

might be placed on those major items with high installation manhours per

installed operating hour.
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TABLES 3 & 4 & 5

SIGNIFICANT OBSERVATIONS

1. Based on the sample of 43,497 records, with operating hours totaling

11,826,533.2 the average operating time for major items collectively is

271.9 hours (table 3).

2. Of the 17 major items exhibited, the tail rotor hub assembly is the

most frequently removed with average installed operating time of 134.7

hours (table 3).

3. The average manhours to install based on 39,062 records and 21e,155.41

manhours is 5.58 manhours (table 4).

4. On the average, manhour cost per installation for all major items

collectively is $92.07 (table 4).

5. The installation of a turbine engine consumes the greatest number of

manhours of all major items on the AH-lG fleet (table 4).

6. On a per operating hour basis, the turbine engine is using the greatest

number of installation manhours (table 5).

7. The data reveals that the turbine engine is experiencing difficulty.

The frequency of replacement for this engine is 276.6 operating hours

and requires .0984 manhours per installation operating hour (tables 3 & 5).
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HECOENDATTONS ON AH-lG FLEET

1. The Directorate for Maintenance should review the possibility of establishing

a more intensified overhaul program. With better overhaul facilities availab!c.,

it seems possible that an Army policy of replacement through overhauled major

items would reduce operating cost substantially. In this proposed review, it,

becomes necessary to assure that the overhaul program is in balance by equating

the output rate with the utilization rate.tI2 *.The Directorate for Research, Development, and Engineering should establish

procedures for improving the design features for installation of major item

assemblies. The overall objective would be the investigation of methods for

* adequately reducing manhour installation cost. For example, since installation

manhour cost per operating hour is greatest for the turbine engine, a more

adequate design for easier maintainability might reduce overhaul installation

manhour cost for the AH-lG fleet.

3. For those major items which possess a high frequency of removal, such

as the tail rotor hub, the RAIMIT Coordinator in the Directorate for

Product Assurance should identify the predominant failure modes for these

items. Once the reasons for failure have been determined, studies should be

initiated with the ultimate purpose of cost savings through product improvement.

4. The RAMMIT Coordinator should also determine potential cost savings by

innovating means for increasing the maximum allowable operating time (MAOT)

between removals without altering flight safety. This will obviously increase

cost savings.
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5. With the existing ability of identifying predomin-At failure modes

on major items, the RAIMIT Coordinator should determine where additional

research, development, test, and engineering (RDT&E) resources might be

directed to develop new materiel for improving the reliability and

maintainability of major items.

6. Lastly, the Directorate for Materiel Management should advise the

RAMMIT Coordinator of the current status of presently configured major

items so that information published in this section is as current and

accurate as possible.

' I
oI
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SIGNIFICANT OBSERVATIONS

I. 01n a 'LighL hour basis the turbine engine is presently the most

expensive major item.

2. The manhour installation cost per operating hour is greatest for the

turbine engine component. However, in relation to the procurement or

overhaul cost the tail rotor hub assembly carries a significant cost.

3. From an overall point of view it is costing the government approxi-

mately $430.6 4 per operating hour to support a replacement policy of

new major items for the AH-lG fleet. Likewise, a replacement policy

of overhaul would reduce the above figure to $102.82 per operating hour.

. For every hour that an AH-IG aircraft is in operation, it costs the

government approximately $6.15 for the installation of major items.

5. Any major items with high values of cost per operating hour would be

considered candidates for analysis.

6. In somq cases, it becomes more economical to purchase new major items

even though they carry higher costs than overhauled major items. This

should be considered when there is only a slight difference between the

new item cost indicators and overhaul cost indicators. Since overhead and

administrative cost are not included in the overhaul cost indicators, they

must be taken into consideration when comparing those cost indicators which

differ slightly.
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MAJOR ITEMS TRENDS

These charts and graphs are unique from the Major Items and Comparison

chapters In that the span of time covers only a two year period, which is

divided into calendar quarters, rather than a seven year cumulative total

of removal data. The reporting period covered with this data is from

October 1, 1969 to September 30, 1971. As further data becomes available,

it will be added by successive quarters and the first quarter reported

will be automatically dropped to maintain the two year time span.

The first set of graphs indicate the MTR (Mean Time To Removal) for

each of the items on which data was available. Those quarters where

data is not available, the break in the trend line will be marked by-an

asterisk. The trend lines end where the last data was available In the

MITS (Major Items Trend) reports.

The second set of graphs and bar charts represent the dominant,

secondary and next significant failure codes together with their

respective percentage of failures per calendar qufrter. In selecting

the failure codes for ranking purposes, the induced failures (503-

Sudden Stop, 712-Crash Damage, 713-Battle Damage, and 717-Accident Damage)

were screened from the data and eliminated. The numbers at the top of

the bar charts indicate the percentage of failures to match the trend

line and the numerals inside each bar refer to the f&ilure code listed

in the legend at the bottom of the page.

The third set of graphs consist of an overlay of different part

numbered components of the same type, such as two different transmissions.

One trend line is superimposed over the other and identified by part
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numbex This will indicate where a specific item may have been replaced
by another configuration, improved or show the relative reliability of
one component over another. These trends may also be related to specific
maintenance actions performed during differing flight hour profiles, air-

craft configurations or types of missions.
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OCTOBER 1, 1969 TRRU SEPT 30, 1.971
MEAN TIME TO REMOVAL (MTTR)

STARTER GENERATOR SWASUPLATE & SUPPORT

PN 2040602001 PN 2090104001

100 500

600 400

500 300

400 200

L4182838148ll23Q
6 7 7 7 7 7171 

TRANSMISSION TRANSMISSION

*P11 2040400161 P11 2040400165

* 700 900

600 700

600

500 500a

400

400 300

TRANSMISSION SCISSORS & SLEEVE

900 900

800 
700

700- 500

600L 300

500- 100

400 

a -
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W AH-IG AiAJ0R ITEKS TRMNS
OCTC3ER 1, 1969 THU SilT 30, 1971

4FAN TIME TO REMOVAL (MTTR)

MAIN ROTOR BLADE TAIL ROTOR BLADE
P11 5400110015 Pk 20401170217

300- 300 -

250 -

200" 200

150 1

100- 100 -

50

' I -i | I I I
4Q Q'Q 'Q '4Q '41Q 2Q 3Q
69 70 70 70 70 71 71 71

DRIVESHAFT TURBI.L ENGINE
PN 2050400043 P1 10000608

300 300

250 200

200 100

42" GEAR BOX 90" GEAR BOX
PN 20404000337 PN 20404001213

500

600

400

400

300

200

200
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WTIME TO REMOVAL (HTTR)

P HA2404600 MAIN ROTOR HUB
PN 24040009P1* 5400111015

400 200

300 150 
4

200 100

4Q 'lQ'2Q'3Q '4Q 1Q'2Q'3Q' 
''U

69 7070 7070 7171 71

TAIL ROTOR XRJB MASTP11 2090107MA PN 2090403661

110 700
100 600
90 500
80 -400

*70 .300

60 -200

100

SCISSORS &SLEEVE SERVO CYLINDER
PN 2090104013 P11 20407600511

1 500

Soo 400

400 300

300 200
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OCTOBER 1, 1969 TURU SEPT 30, 1971
MEAN TIME TO REMOVAL (MTTR)

MAIN ROTOR BLADE DRIVESHAFT
PN 5400112501 PN 2040400107

175 300

150 - 250
125 200

100 150
75 100

50 50

12Q 13Q '3Q '4Q1 Q. 2Q ,3Q
69 70 70 70 70 71 71 71

TAIL ROTOR HUB TURBINE ENGINE

PN 2040118013 PN 10000603

250

225*

200 500 /
175 450

150 400

125 350

100 300

-I iuI I I - I U

*No Data
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All-IG MAJOR ITEMS TRENDS -
OCTOBER 1, 1969 THRU SEPT 30; 1971

MEANTIME TO REMOVAL (HTTR)
OVERLAY

MAIN ROTOR BLADE MAIN DRIVESLAFT

350 350

25025

150 5150

50 PN 50 PN
5400112501 2040400107

4Q 11Q 12Q R3Q 94QV!QK 92Q-]Q
69 T0 70 70 T0 71 71 71

TURBINE ENGINES SCISSORS & SLEEVES
go P 100006 0385 PN 2 090104 011

450

350 650

450
250

250
150 PN PN10000608 2090104013

*No Data
MAIN TRANSMISSIONS TAIL ROTOR HUBS
PN 20W400165 PN 2040118013

900 *300

T00 PN 225
2040400161

500 
150 os

2090107013
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OBSERVATIONS

In order to provide analysis and projections from the data displays,

the introduction dates for various part numbered components must be known.

These dates help establish when and where changes were accomplished; when

items were retired from service and provide a time frame of effectivity

from which to base recommendations or comments. Any steep downward slope

in our graphs would reveal a lower MTR or phase-out of an item and a

rapid increase in MTR would indicate the resulting improvement with the

replacement item. Since the graphs do not indicate a start-up time, but

rather a continuing usage of similar items, the observations will be I
based upon the average of the trend line.

MAIN ROTOR BLADE

The 540-011-250-1 main rotor blade was introduced in service during

the latter part of 1969 and has indicated an average MTR of 162 hours

since the second quarter of 1970. The 540-011-001-5 main rotor blade

exhibited an MTR of 259 hours from 1969 to the third quarter of 1970.

From this time period onward, it seems that the attrition cycle began

with the 540-011-250-1 blade rapidly replacing the 540-011-001-5 blade.

The MTR for the replacement blade was much less than the original blade,

but obviously much greater improvements were made with the new blade.

MAIN DRIVE SHAFT

The 205-0)4o-oo4-3 drive shaft exhibits an average MTR of 249 hours.
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The 204-040-010-7 drive shaft was indicating an average MTR of 235 hours

up to the fourth quarter of 1970 and then it sharply drops off. We assume

this to be either attrition for the other drive shaft or the possible

lack of all reported data for the last two calendar quarters for this item.

In any case, the 205-040-004-3 drive shaft seems to be more reliable than

the 204-040-010-7 drive shaft.

TURBINE ENGINE

The 10000608 turbine engine has an MTR of 324 hours for the first six

quarters up to the first quarter of calendar 1971. After this point in

time, the MTR drops off sharply. The 10000603 engine exhibits an MTR of

368 hours and is very good up to the second quarter of calendar 1971.

This quarter then does not reflect any field data returns. This may be

due to the DA Form 2410's which are still in process for data accumulation

and not yet received here at AVSCOM.

SCISSORS AND SLEEVE

The 209-010-401-3 scissors and sleeve indicates a fairly stable MTR

of 485 hours for the two year period. The 209-010-401-1 scissors and

sleeve was lasting for an MTR averaging 767 hours, but the trend drops

off drastically from the third quarter of 1970. This could not be so

much of a lag in data but a trend of failures after 700 hours and/or it's

subsequent replacement by attrition with the newer item.

MAIN TRANSMISSION

The MTR for all three transmissions was averaged for the first four

quarters of data and then the display indicates drastic change. The

204-040-016-1 transmission revealed an initial MTR of 605 hours and then

fell off to 450 hours by the third quarter of 1971. The 204-040-016-5
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transmission had an MTR of 453 hours for the first four quarters, then

improved to an MTR of 695 hours for the last four quarters. The 203-

040-009-65 transmission MTR was averaging 880 hours the first four

-e quarters and then rapidly fell off to 350 hours by the third quarter of

1971. From this it appears that the 204-040-016-5 transmission is the

most reliable item, but in our analysis, we have not yet determined

where to correlate this with the universal transmission to predict future

reliability.

TAIL ROTOR HUB

The 209-010-701-3 tail rotor hub was obviously replaced by the fourth

quarter of 1970 and it's average MTR was a scan 89 hours4 The effect of

the replacement of the 701 hub with the 20-0l-801-3 tail rotor hub Is

visible with it's Increased reliability and higher MTR of 169 hours.

These are the first indications of an analysis of historical data to

show where improvements may have been made and how effective it was in

relation to the previous experience. This analysis will Improve as more

data is available for the fourth quarter of 1971 and the first quarter of

1972.
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(U) MAJOR ITEMS COMPUISON

Major Item Special Study (MISS) reports are performed on DA Form 2410

reportable components. These are time change items and certain condition

- , charge items selected because of high cost or need for intensive management.

Basically, the MISS reports are concerned with analyzing reported removal

data presented in the Major Item Removal Frequency (MIRF) report. The

failure modes reported for each removal are examined and grouped into

categories which are intended to clarify the intent of the data reporting.

From this data, removal distributions can be plotted and an MTR (mean

time to removal) can be calculated. The MISS reports then investigate

possible cost savings based on total elimination of selected failure modes.

These modes are chosen because of the percentage of failures they represent

and/or because they appear to be feasible Product Improvement Program (PIP)

areas.

Costs are associated with the MTR by using the latest available flight j
hour profiles on a given fleet to estimate an annual number of removals and,

thus, a related cost. By calculating a potential MTR which could result

from elimination of the selected failure modes, the number of annual removals

is lowered and a potential cost savings derived. This cost savings is

actually presented as a range of savings since the costs can be determined

for both replacement with new components and replacements with overhauled

components. In cases where a substantial percentage of the components are

reaching the present TBO (time between overhaul), the MISS reports go a sten

further and calculate potential cost savings associated with extension of

the TBO.
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As more and more MISS reports are completed for similar components on

different fleets of aircraft, it becomes possible to make comparisons

between components and between fleets. The following tables are conden-

sations of information available in MISS reports. It is recommended that

the particular MISS reports be referred to for more detailed information

and a more complete explanation of the methods used. Some of the MISS

reports are based on a number of component configurations and, therefore,

the particular reports should be consulted for specific part numbers

and FSNa.

The "Present MTR" values are those quantities derived from the

existing data. The next column presents the failure modes that were

chosen to be investigated in the MISS reports. The "Potential Failure

Elimination MTR" values are those that were calculated by assuming that

the above mentioned failure modes could be eliminated. The potential cost

savings are on an annual basis and related to the theoretical increase in

MTR, The high value in each range assumes total replacement with new

components and the low figure is based on complete replacement with over-

hauled items. The amount of cost savings is, of course, dependent on the

size of the particular fleet and the number of annual flight hours.

The last four columns present the results of those MISS reports

which included TBO extensions. Again there is an additional potential

increase in MTR and an associated cost savings. The "Total Annual

Potential Cost Savings" figure is based on both failure mode elimination

and TBO extension.
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b
With respect to the significant failure modes investigated, it must

be noted that these failure codes are very general and not very descriptive.

Therefore, further investigation would be necessary in order to obtain

more specific information as to the actual causes of the major item

failures. Also, it must be realized that the elimination of the same

percentage of any other failures could result in a similar increase in

MTR and annual cost savings.
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OBSERVATIONS

1. Of the six turbine engines presented, the CH-47A has the lowest

present WrR. Note that none of the engines had a high enough percentage

reaching TBO to warrant a TBO extension. The auxiliary power unit (APU)

for the CH-47A is also included in this group of turbine engines.

2. There are five different transmissions on the CH-47A aircraft. The

particular one investigated here is the mechanical engine transmission.

The UH-lD and UH-lH transmission assemblies appear to be performing

relatively well, in comparison to the other transmissions. The consider-

ation of TBO extensions for these two components might prove worthwhile.

The OH-6A transmission data indicates that a problem exists with this

componeat. Approximately 26% of these transmissions are failing due to

metal on the magnetic plug and internal leakage.

3. Of the main rotor blades analyzed, the data reveals that the AH-lG

blades have the poorest reliability with an MTR of 281 flight hours.

For all blades presented, a very high percentage of the failures were

due to environment, cracking or bonding problems. A special study (MISS)

report was developed in January to recommend a Product Improvement

Program (PIP) for the OH-6A main rotor blade erosion problem.

4. The AH-lG main rotor hub exhibits considerably low reliability in

comparison to the UH-lD/H. The UH-lD and UH-1H hubs appear to be possible

TBO extension candidates.

5. Similar to the main rotor blade on the AH-lG, the tail rotor blade is

very short lived in service. Its mean time to removal is approximately half

that of other tail rotor blades on similar aircraft.
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6. Tail rotor hub failures have been quite high and the problem is currently

being analyzed with a PIP for a new flex beam assembly which should improve

the reliability of the aircraft tail rotor system.

7. The tail rotor and 420 gear box (Tables 7 and 10) have always presented

a leakage problem. Studies are currently underway with new types of seals.

8. The hanger assemblies are being examined with the intent of providing

a better bearing with longer service life.

9. Comparisons of servocylincers, swashplate, and support assemblies, engine

driveshafts and masts are also provided, but little data is available on

the other fleets to provide significant comments about problem areas. Major

studies are available in each of the individual (MISS) reports.
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DISASSEMBLY INSPECTION ANALYSIS

A Disassembly Inspection is an examination performed during the

disassembly of a component while it is being overhauled, In essence,

when the component is brought to the overhaul facility, a brief survey

or inspection is conducted on the component while it is being dismantled

and any evident mechanical defects are annotated during the process of

overhauling the component. The findings of the inspection are then

recorded on a Disassembly Inspection Form.

At the present time, there are several different types of inspection

reporting techniques. Basically, the inspection should divulge the

statistical data, such as aircraft type, model and series, the major

assembly, reasons for removal or causes of failure, and the part

replacement information.

In the near future the Disassembly Inspection data will be automated.

Efforts are being made at this time to evaluate each of the different

reporting techniques and determine which system will ultimately fulfill

the data analysis requirement. This data will then be consolidated into

some standardized form to enable maximum utilization of the Disassembly

Inspection i.:formation.

A
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CRITICAL ITEMS

The pur;osc of Lhis chapter is to identify aircraft subsystems/

components/parts that appear to be significant with respect to a number

of different criteria. Although there presently exists a number of

definitions for "Critical Items", they are not meant to be inferred

through this chapter. Critical items will be defined here as aircraft

subsystems/components/parts for which operational data indicates a

possible need for particular emphasis with respect to certain criteria

that represent measures of time, safety or money.

For each criterion, critical items are ranked in descending order

by associated parameters according to the degree of severity. For

example, new item cost per aircraft is a ranking parameter for the

cost criterion and the components are arranged from highest cost to

lowest cost. On the other hand, mean time between removal is a ranking

parameter for the reliability criterion and components are arranged

from the lowest time to the highest time. In all cases, the parameter

used for ranking is indicated by accenting the applicable column in the

table with a heavy border. Also, each table presents the top five

critical items for a particular parameter of measure. There is no

significance in the number five; it merely represents an arbitrary

choice and does not imply an analogy to any other "high-five" indicators.

Following are six tables which rank critical items according to

different parameters. Each table includes a detailed description of the

rationale behind each table.
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OBSERVATIONS/DISCUSS ION

1. No information was available for Table 6 since cyclic overhaul

data has not been reported on the All-iG aircraft. Action is being

taken to insure compliance with the reporting requirement and cyclic

overhaul data should be obtainable on the AH-lG in the near future.

2. Since availability is a function of both reliability and main-

,ainabil[Ly, items which possess both poor reliability and maintain-

bility characteristics deserve particular consideration. The only

AH-IG component to appear in the top five with respect to both reli-

ability and maintainability was the Main Rotor Hub. If the Product

Improvement Proposal (PIP) for elastomeric flapping axis and feathering

axis bearings on the hub is effective, the availability of the hub

should be significantly increased and, in turn, that of the AH-lG

aircraft.

3. Obviously, component installation time is not the very best measure

of maintainability. It is, however, the only parameter currently

obtainable from the data system. Manhours per flight hour is a useful

and often requested parameter but it is not a pure measure of maintain-

ability since it also depends on reliability. Therefore, computer capa-

bilities are being developed to obtain parameters such as Mean Time To

Repair (MTTR) and Mean Time for All Maintenance Actions (MTAMA) which

should be more descriptive of the maintainability characteristics of

components.
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h. Presently, neither the RAMMIT (Reliability and Maintainability

Management Improvement Techniques) data system nor the USAAAVS (United

States Army Agency for Aviation Safety) data system have automated

routines for identifying by part number those components which are

suspected causes of flight aborts. Space is provided for this infor-

mation on crash facts messages (CFM) and the development of automated

capabilities might be worth considering.

5. An interesting observation is the fact that for all five components

listed in Table 5, the MTF" values are higher than the MTBR values.

This indicates that these components are being removed more frequently

for reasons other than actual component failures.

6. There appears to be little correlation between recent EIR submittals

and components that historically exhibit the poorest reliability charac-

teristics. Again, the Main Rotor Hub was the only component to appear

in both tables.
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RISE

RELTAISI.1i'Y, AVAILAII LITY, AND MAINTAINABILITY (RAM)
LMPROVI24ENT OF SELECTE) EQUIPMENT

The concept of a RISE program was initiated in September 1969 as the

result of the Commanding General, US Army Materiel Command (AMC) placing

significant emphasis on reliable and maintainable Army equipment. RISE is

currently one of the seven requirements for reporting RAM assessment

objectives placed on the major subordinate cowmands by AMC. Increased

emphasis in this area is evident in AMC Regulation 702-15, Reliability,

Availability, and Maintainability Improvement of Selected Equipment (RISE),

released in April 1972.

The AVSCOM RISE program is currently being revised and expanded in

accordance with the guidance provided by AMC in the recently released AMC

Regulation 702-15. The following chapter presents the information

currently available. It is planned that the status of the RISE program will

be reported on a regular basis in the Management Summary Report.

The RISE program objective is simply the improvement of RAM for opera-

tional systems to reduce maintenance support costs. The RISE program has

been structured to include four phases:

Phase I - Identification.

Phase II - Analysis.

Phase III - Action.

Phase IV - Verification.

Illustration I attempts to portray the operation of the RISE program as a

process, indicating that it is a continuous effort. The identifination
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phase requires tha- potential candidates for RAM improvement be identified

through the accomplishment of systems performance analysis on operational

systems/subsystems/components. The analysis phase involves engineering

and cost analysis being performed to select alternative design approaches

for RAM improvement. A decision risk analysis should be conducted if

viable alternatives surface. rhe action phase requires that management

take the necessary actions to approve and implement projects for RAM

improvement when such projects will result in net life-cycle cost savings

throu6 a reduction in requirements for maintenance .upport. The verification

phase involves assessment of improved equipment with respect to M

performance and cost of maintenance suppnrt to det3rmine what dLgree of

improvouent was actually achieved.
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RISE
PHASE III - ACTION

The following tables present RISE candidates that have evolved from

the AVSCOM FY 74 Product Improvement Proposal (PIP) program. These can-

didates can be considered as having been through the identification and

analysis phases and now being in the action phase of the process. The

pertinent aspects of each proposal are presented in the tables. The

individual PIPs should be consulted for more detailed information.
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OBSERVATIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS/DISCUSSION

1. A recent review of the AVSCOM FY 74 Product Improvement Proposal (PIP)

program included 117 PYPs. Of these, 27 were categorized as safety

related, 50 as performance related and 4O as RAM related, Therefore, 34%

of the FY 74 PIP submittals were proposals addressing reliability and

maintainability problem areas.

2. A noteworthy observation is the advent of elastomeric technology.

The FY 74 PIP program included proposals for elastomeriL feathering and

flapping axis bearings on the main rotor hubs for the UH-lH, AH-l, and

OH-58 aircraft. Also included was a proposal for application of elasto-

meric bearings to the OH-58 tail rotor hub and a proposal for a CH-54

cargo hoist decoupler assembly utilizing an elastomeric spring design.

3. AR 700-35, Product Improvement of Materiel, directs that all PIPs,

except where safety is the reason for the product improvement, must be

evaluated with an economic analysis to be conducted in accordance with

AR 37-13, Economic Analysis of Proposed Army Investments. Of the 40

RAM related PIPs reviewed, 19, or almost one half, did not have cost

studies performed on them at the time of this review. It is recommended

that the responsible offices take the necessary actions to insure that all

PIPs have a cost analysis performed on them when required.

4. AR 700-35 also indicates that reliability and maintainability pro-

posals should be described in quantitative terms. This is not always

done and sometimes not accomplished in the very best way. For example,

Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) is a much better measure of reliability

than Time Between Overhaul (TBO) because TBO is an arbitrary value that

is not necessarily a function of reliability. Also, parameters such as
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manhours/year are questionable since they are dependent upon the actual

usage of the item; a much better measure of maintainability would be Mean

Time to Repair (MTTR) or Mean-Maintenance-Time.

5. Instructions in AR 700-35 for preparing DA Form 3701-R, Product

Improvement Proposal, d~rects that the type of improvement should be

indicated in Block 15. Occasionally, there seems to be some misunder-

standing when it comes to classifying reliability or maintainability type

proposals. Proposals that are exclusively either reliability improvements

or maintainability improvements are sometimes presented as reliability

and maintainability improvements. It should be noted that a relia-

bility improvement does not necessarily imply a maintainability im-

provement and vice versa. Also, improvements that are strictly reli-.

ability type are sometimes classified as maintainability improvements,

the logic being that, since they extend life (or time between maintenance

actions), this ronstitutes a maintainability improvement. It should be

realized that reliability is associated with frequency of maintenance

actions while maintainability is associated with duration of maintenance

actions. It is recommended that MIL-STD-721B, Definitions of Effectiveness

Terms for Reliability, Maintainability, Human Factors, and Safety, be

consulted for accepted definitions of reliability and maintainability.

6. Although PIPs constitute a major portion of the RISE program, other

efforts are also involved. These other inputs were not available at

publication time, but will be included in the future as they become

available.

7. All organizations participating in the RAM improvement of Army

aviation equipment are requested to contact this Command, Directorate

for Product Assurance, Systems Performance Assessment Division, Inde-

pendent Assessment Branch (AMSAV-LSI) if their efforts are not presently
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being acknowledged as part of the AVSCOM RISE program.

8. Thb implementing instructions for AMCR 702-15, Reliability, Avail-

ability, and Maintainability Improvement of Selected Equipment (RISE),

are being developed by AMSAV-LSI in the form of an AVSCOM regulation and

will be coordinated and released in the near future. All recommendations

and/or comments directed toward developing a sound beneficial Command

program for RAM improvements are openly solc-:ited.
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This Appendix presents background information on the operational aspects

of the overall EIR system. This is to aid in a more thorough understandjIng

of the steps being taken within this Command to attain maximum utilization

of ER's and at the same time reduce any administrative burdens associated

with this system. Two informational sections are presented; the first

describes both the procedure of assigning case numbers to EIR's and also

the validaticn process of correcting case numbers which are not

compatible with existing automated techniques. The second section briefly

describes an automated system developed specifically to reduce the

administrative burden and cost of processing routine EIR's received at

this Command.

ASSIGNMENT OF EIR CASE NUMBERS

When an EIR is received at AVSCOM, an engineer assigns it to an EIR

case according to peedesignated codes. These codes when grouped together

determine a case number as follows:

XX XX XXX XX ..... X

Parz number of felled component/assembP'

Failure Code

Functional Group Code

Action Office Designation Code

The most significant portion of this case nunber is the papt number:

This is because the part number must be correct in order for it to be

matched against a master file which is arranged in -34P parts manual

sequence. This matching process aligns and groups the data (cases)
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into a comprehensive format which is adaptable for future analysis.

This matching process is fully automated.

If the EIR Case Part Number cannot be matched with the -3hP master

file, the EIR is rejected from analysis. The EIR's which are not

assigned to cases are not considered for analysis. In the past a massive

effort was expended in correcting those cases where the part number did

not match the -31P master file. Steps have been taken to monitor the

incoming EIR's being assigned cases so that a massive updating effort

will riot be required in the future. Corrections consist mainly of adding

the proper dash number to the part number or changing keypunch errors.

AUTOMATED ETR REPLY SYSTE4

This system was developed to relieve thle Aircraft Project Offices of

the a dministrative workload of answering recurring type routine EIR's.

It has been conservatively estimated that 20-30% of all routine EIR's

received at the Command on a yearly basis can be answered through a

ccmpute-ized type reply letter. (See letter on adjacent page). By

utilizing this automated system, engineers can devote a higher proportion

of time to more complex problems related to Emergency/Urgent EIR's. An

initial cost study has revealed that $50,000 - $60,000/yr are being saved

by implementing this system. Another advantage of this system is that it

provides I.he additional resources necessary to handle all incoming EIR's

and also r,duce current backlogs.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
if US ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND

PO lOX 209. ST. LOUIS. MO 63166

JAN 10 1971

AMSAV-R-EU

REPLY TO EIR W28303 WHICH WAS RECEIVED AT AVSCOM 19 MAR 1970

COMMANDING OFFICER
117TH AVIATION CO.
APO SAN FRANCISCO 96266

SUBJECT EIR REPLY

1. YOUR RECOMMENDATION WHICH WAS SUBMITTED ON EIR W28303
WAS REVIEWED BY THE APPLICABLE TECHNICAL STAFF AT AVSCOM AND WAS
ENTERED INTO EIR CASE NUMBER PO-03-032-204-060-541-3.

2. UPON RECEIPT OF YOUR EIR, DATA RFCORDED ON THE EIR
WAS ENTERED INTO A STATISTICAL FILE WHICH IS USED BY TECHNICAL
ANALYSTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF IMPROVING THE PRESENT SYSTEMS AND
IN THE DESIGN OF FUTURE SYSTEMS. THESE STATISTICS ARE REPORTED
IN THE AVSCOM EIR QUARTERLY RECORD WHICH IS ISSUED EACH
QUARTER 'i0 MAJOR COiANDS AND RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATIONS FOR
EQUIPe'fT IiROVERENTS.

3. THE AVSCOM TECHNICAL STAFF THAT REVIEWED EIR W28303
MADE THE EVALUATIONS DESCRIBED BELOW.

A. IN REVIEWING YOUR EIRS, ALL PERTINENT DATA WAS
EXTRACTED BY THIS OFFICE AND RECORDED FOR STATISTICAL
PURPOSES.

B. ACTION TAKEN BY YOUR UNIT WAS CORRECT, HOWEVER THE
DEFECTIVE ITEM IS i'.T REQUIRED AS AN EXHIBIT AND SHOULD
BE DISPOSED OF IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT blPPLY DIRECTIVES.

C. SINCE NO FAILURE TREND HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED BY US
AT THIS TIME, THIS CASE IS CLO,D.

CHIEF, UH-1 DIV, SYS ENGR DIR

PAGE I OF I
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APPENDIX B

DESCRIPTION OF RPIMIT REPORTS

This particular appendix is designed to display data available

through other RAMMIT reports. Due to the interrelationships among

these various reports, the data and analyses found in one report may

be presented in much greater detail in another report. In many cases,

other reports must be consulted to determine influencing factors or

to obtain related data elements. Therefore, due to these relationships

among the various reports, a person utilizing any of the reports should

also have an understanding of what information is available in other

outputs. To supply this basic understanding, the following paragraphs

briefly describe the basic RAMMIT reports which are available or will

soon be available and the contents of each. In additicn, a table is

provided to sumarize the type of report, its operational status and

its availability at the fleet leveL.
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VALIDATION REPORTS

The purpose of the vajidation report is to identify, measure, and display
Ih.formation pertaining to the quality and quantity of TAERS reporting. These
reports are prepared and submitted quarterly tor each TMS fleet and contain

detailed analyses presented in such a manner that the reporting records of
the various Army Areas, Commands, Owning Organizations, and Individual Aircraft

can be compared and evaluated. Having the information in this format permits
all levels in the Army Maintenance Structure to analyze and control the.
quality of TAERS reporting from the organizations under their cognizance.

ACTIVITY REPORTS

Each quarter (most recent three month calendar period) an activity
report is generated for each IMS fleet at each maintenance echelon. For
each TMS fleet, individual reports will be generated for organizational
level maintenance activity, direct support level maintenance activity,
general support level maintenance activity, and depot level maintenance
activity (cyclic overhaul) on end item aircraft.

The activity report for each er.helon presents totals and averages
pertaining to accrued flight houxs, quantities and types of maintenance
actions, maintenance manhours, and out of servic time related tc maintenance
performed during each of the most recent past eight quarterly reporting
periods.

The aircraft which received the maintenance during each quarter are
grouped in several different ways in various sections of the reports so
that the maintenance parameters can be displayed ior the whole TIS fleet;
for each repairing organization; for the aircraft of each contractual
production year; and for the aircraft in each Army Area, Command, and
Owning Organization. Further, applicable parameters are presented for
each serial-numbered aircraft which received maintenance during the most
recent reporting period.

MANHOUR REFORTS

Each quarter a report is published for each TMS fleet which displays
the maintenance manhours expended durirg the past two years and during the
most recent quarter at each of the four maintenance echelons. The
presentations are such that comparisons can be made between Army Areas,
Commands, Repairing Organizations, Owning Organizations, Contractual
Production Years, and Individual Aircraft.

The manhour values presented in the Activity Reports are analyzed in
greater detail in these reports by displaying the average manhours required
to accomplish each type of M-aintenance Action, Maintenance Manhours per
flight hour, and scheduled and unscheduled manhours associated with each
part, component, installation, assembly, and functional group included in
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the applicable -35P parts manual. Due to the volume of data, the above
parameters are presented at the functional group and end item aircraft
levels only for Army Areas, Commands, Organizations, Contractual Production
Years, and Individual Aircraft.

MAINTENANCE ACTION REPORTS

Each quarter a report is published for each TMS fleet which displays
the quantities, frequency, causes (failure mode), and corrective actions
associated with the maintenance expended on each part, component, assembly,
installation, and functional group included in the applicable -35P parts
manual. The presentations are such that comparisons czn be made between
Army Areas, Commands, Repairing Organizations, Owning Organizations,
Contractual Production Years, and Individual Aircraft. However, as with
the manhour reports, information below the functional group level is
presented only at the fleet level.

TMS FLEET M&R SUMMARY REPORTS

An M&R Summary Report is generated for each IMS fleet for each quarterly
reporting period. This report, for each TMS fleet, will be composed of
selected extract sections for each of the Activity, Manhours, Maintenance
action, and Validation Reports. Therefore, each TMS M&R Summary Report will
contain maintenance-significant information concerning each Maintenance
Echelon. Since the above categories of reports are presented at each echelon
in detail, the contents of each must be summarized for the M&R Report. With
this accomplished, wanagement and engineering can take a look at the
overall maintenance situation for each particular TMS fleet. If the
information included in the M&R Summary indicates the existence of certain
problems, then the Activity, Manhour, or Maintenance Action Reports can
be consulted for the necessary substantiating detail. Presentations Pre
such that comparisons can be made among Army Areas, Commands, Organizations,
Conf;ractual Production Years, and Repairing Organizations.

AVSCOM M&R SUMMARY

Each of the TMS fleet M&R Summary Reports discussed above are concerned
with only one TMS fleet of aircraft. The AVSCOM M&R Summary Report contains
the same basic information on all TMS fleets of aircraft. This report will
provide an overall look at the aircraft maintenance situation and will allow
for various comparisons among the fleets. If a particular fleet appears to
be experiencing excessive maintenance requirements, then the TMS fleet
M&R Summary Report for that particular fleet can be consulted for greater
detail. For further detailed information, the various other reports for the
TMS fleet can be consulted.
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QUARTERLY RECORD OF DEPOT-LEVEL MAINTENANCE

This type of report is comprised primarily of a well-organized computer
printout of reported maintenance and manhour expenditures on individual
aircraft processed through depots and depot level activities for cyclic
overhaul. Also included in the report are an index of applicable aircraft
serial numbers and descriptions of all data elements included. This type
of report establishes a record of exactly what maintenance was performed
on each aircraft and can be used in some cases to: compare the maintenance

performed at various depots; determine the effectiveness of lower echelons
of maintenance; study the cost effectiveness of Army versus contractor-
operated depots; and to investigate field complaints concerning aircraft
returned from depot overhaul.

The Cyclic Overhaul Record can be used in conjunction with the Cyclic
Overhaul Activity, Manhours and Maintenance Action, and Life Cycle Analyses
Reports to evaluate the Cyclic Overhaul Program.

COMBAT DAMAGE AND CRASH DAMAGE REPORTS

Separate Manhour, Activity, Maintenance Action, and Quarterly Record
of Depot Level Maintenance Reports are available on demand for Combat and/
or Crash Damage Maintenance Expenditures for each TMS fleet at the depot
level.. These types of information can be used to determine components which

need to be improved to withstand hard landings, components which should be
protected by armor plate or redundancy, and failures which would be
prevented by automatic shutoff or fuzing.

QUARTERLY RECORD OF EQUIPMENT IMPROVEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

This is a quarterly report for each TMS fleet. Its primary purpose is
to show the summation of Equipment Improvement Recommendations (EIRS) on
each TMS fleet. The data will be tabulated according to the -35P manuals
to show which items, assemblies, and functional groups are the subjects
of the EIR reporting. The appendix of each TMS EIR Report lists and
answers certain questions which are designed to point out trends in the
reporting.

ACTION - AIRCRAFT COMPONENT TIME SINCE INSTALLATION, OVERHAUL, OR NEW

This report is initiated by request for selected time change, finite
life, or condition components which are included in the DA Form 2410
reporting system. Included in the report for a specific FSN and part-
numbered component is a display of average time to removal for each and all
failure codes. Further, the average time to removal for each failure code
is presented for components whicn have had zero prior overhauls, one
prior overhaul, and two or more prior overhauls. Therefore, each report
displayo the average time to removal, causes of removal, and the effects
of overhauls on average times to removal and reasons for removal.
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CASIR - CHRONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS-OF SELECTED ITEMS RECORD

This report is initiated by request for selected serial-numbered
finite life, time change, or condition items included in the DA Form 2410
reporting system. The purpose of the report is to develop the maintenance
history of each of the selected serial-numbered components. This includes
the individual aircraft on which the components have been installed and
the removal and overhaul history of each component. Thus, the maintenance
history and Army Organizations responsible for this history are displayed.
This information is displayed in a paragraph format which can be read and
understood without the use of codes or special knowledge of the TAERS
2410 system or reporting form.

TASIR - THE AIRCRAFT SELECTED ITEMS RECORD

This report is initiated by request for information pertaining to
installations and removals of "All or Selected" time change, finite life,
or condition components on one serial-numbered aircraft. The selected
components must be those included in the DA Form 2410 reporting system.
Thus, a TASIR for a given serial-numbered aircraft consists of a chro-
nological history of removals and installations of selected types of
components (transmissions, gearboxes, rotor blades, etc.). Each record
in the chronological listing is presented in a paragraph format which can
be read and understood without the use of codes or special knowledge
of the TAERS 2410 system or reporting form.

TALCMOR - THE aIRCRAFT LIFE CYCLE MAINTENANCE AND OWNERSHIP RECORD

A chronological listng, starting with the acceptance of an aircraft
into the Army Inventory, comprised of all maintenance actions performed
on the aircraft, transfers of ownership, and scrappage or salvage actions
which occur during the life cycle of the aircraft, was developed to provide
a historical record of maintenance and ownership for each aircraft in the
Army Inventory. The arrangement of data in this listing, termed "The
Aircraft Life Cycle Maintenance and Ownership Record" (TALCMOR), facilitates
the application of validation procedures and allows numerous other analyses
to be performed; such as, reconstruction of lost records, establishment
of failure trends, detection of design deficiencies, etc. This listing
is available for each serial-numbered aircraft on request. Although the
original TALCM3R reports included much coded information, the current
TALCMOR format is easily read and understood. This has been accomplished
by rearranging and labeling the various data elements and by the inclusion
of descriptions for coded information.
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LIFE CYCLE ANALYSES

These analyses are designed to ,'etermine the relationship between
accrued component or aircraft operating time and maintenance requirements.
The outputs will provide various maintenance-significant parameters to
determine: Life Cycle Costs; Optimum Cyclic Overhaul Interval; Maintenance
Requirements as a function of aircraft operating age at each and all
echelons, various locations, and under various operating environments;
and optimum maintenance policies. As time permits, analyses concerning
manhour expenditures and frequency of maintenance will be performed for
each TMS fleet.

CRASH FACTS REPORT

Pertinent information concerning aircraft crashes will be published
monthly or on demand by TMS fleet. The information included relates to
the degree of damage, causes of the accident, and components or systems
suspected as being contributing factors.

GLIM - GAINS AND LOSSES IN THE INVENTORIES OF MAJOR ITEMS

Gains and Losses in the Invent 6?5 ef Major Items (GLIM) is one of
a series of reports drawn f-om DA cfirm 2410 as a part of the RANMIT system
of reports. Only reportable items, those time change and selected reportable
components listed in TB 55-1500-307-25, are contained in this listing.

The organization of this report is such that the gains and losses in
inventory can be determined from the standpoint of the type of maintenance
action that caused the gain or loss, as well as the unit responsible for
the action. The individual items are listed by serial number and a general
picture is given with an overall summary.

AUTOMATED LETTER REPLY TO EIR'S

This special letter "report" was developed to remove much of the
workload of answering EIRS from office personnel. This letter "report"
is initiated by reques: when a repetitive type EIR must be answered. A
letter, from a file of letters, will be typed by the computer on regular
bond typing paper. All, letters in the file are addressed to specific
problems so the EIR is answered in specific details and not by a general
form letter.
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FACILITY DIRECTORY

The Army Aircraft Maintenance Facility Directory offers a ready

reference, on a worjLd wide basis, of those units performing or having
performed aircraft maintenance (Direct, General, or Depot echelon), and
the level of their individually authorized capabilities. The units are
listed by their Unit Identification Code (UIC) and by other titles. This
Directory which will be held current on a semi-annual basis, requires
validation and correction participation by the units and Commands organic
to it.

CHAOS - CHRONOLOGICAL, HISTORICAL AIRCRAFT OWNERSHIP SUMMARY

This is a special report initiated by a request for information
pertaining to an individual aircraft's owning unit, usage, and operating
time per month. The CHAOS Report summarizes the information on DA Form 1352
into a month by month history of the aircraft indicating the total flight
hours; the description of aircraft usage; the aircraft type, model, and
series; and the owning unit at the end of each month.

RIADS - REPORTABLE ITEMS ACTION DATA SORTS

This report is initiated on a scheduled basis for selected time change,
finite life, or condition components which are included in the DA Form 2410
reporting system. RIADS is designed to summarize and allow for a rapid
comparative analysis of the reliability and maintainability characteristics
of the detailed information included in the ACTION (Aircraft Component
Time Since Installation, Overhaul, or New) report. Included in the report
for each part number - federal stock number combination of a TMS (Type,
Model, Series) are manhours required for installation, dominant failure code,
reliability index (average operating hours per installation), and a
maintainability index (average manhours required to install the component
divided by the average operating hours per installation).

COMPONENT MASTER DATA SOR'S

The Component Master Data Sorts is initiated for a particular TMS (Type,
Model, Series) fleet upon request. This report lists the reported Part
Number and Federal Stock Number, Failure Code, Number of Overhauls, Time
Since New, Time Since Last Installation, and Manhours to Install for records
submitted via DA Form 2410 to AVSCOM for the TMS fleet requested. The
information is sorted in ascending Time Since New, Time Since Last Installation,
and Manhours to Install sequence, so that the reported values of the
manhour and usage data can be reviewed for time change, retirement life,
and selected condition items.
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MAJOR ITEM INSTALLATION STATISTICS

This Is a scheduled report initiated for each ThS fleet. The
information is arranged by major items (items which require DA Form 2410
submissi.'i) on a particular TS fleet. Under each major item category
the serial-numbered items are identified by FSN, Part Number, Army
Area, Couand and Organization. The pertinent installation statistics,
such as, Time Since New, Time Since Last Installation, Time Since Last
Overhaul, established time change, and the serial-numbered aircraft that the
item is installed on are displayed. A summary for each major item
category will be provided in a "Question" type format.

AIRCRAFT MAJOR ITEM CONFIGURATION

This is a scheduled report initiated-for each TMS fleet. Each serial-
numbered aircraft is arranged by Army Area, Command and Organization. For
each serial-numbered aircraft the major items are identified by noun
nomenclature, FSN, Part Number, and Serial Number. Pertinent installation
and removal statistics, such as, Time. Since New, Time Since Last Instal-
lation, Time Since Last Overhaul, established time change, and status
(time remaining to time change) are displayed for each serial-
numbered major item.

MAJOR ITEM REMOVAL STATISTICS

This is a scheduled report initiated for each TMS fleet. The information
is arranged by major items (items which require DA Form 2410 submission) on
a THS fleet. Under each major item category the serial-numbered items are
identified by FSN, Part Number, Army Area, Command, and Organization. The
pertinent removal statistics such as, Time Since Last Installation, Time
Since Lasi Overhaul, established trim change, and the serial-numbered
aircraft that the item was removed from are displayed. A summary for
each uajor item category is provided in a "Question" type format.

FOCUS - FREQUENCY OF CRASHES AND UTILIZATION SUMMARY

This report is published monthly and combines the information included
in the monthly Crash Facts Report with the accrued flight hours for each TMS
fleet from the 1352 reporting system to provide statistical parameters con-
cerning the frequency of aircraft accident/incidents. The parameters
pres,.nted relate safety of flight reliability and include detailed
bredkdowns by Army Areas, Commands, and Organizations for rates of all
and each type of accident/incident per flight hour and calendar day. In
addition, charts are presented to display trends during the past year,
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MIRF - MAJOR ITEM REMOVAL FREQUENCY

This is a scheduled report which reflects frequency of removals for those
components which are included in the DA Form 2410 reporting system. A
breakdown by fail code of the number of removals per flight hour interval
is tabulated for each specific FSN and part-numbered component. Listings
for those components with no prior overhauls and those with one prior
overhaul are included. The average time since new or average time since
overhaul is listed for each reported fail code. The total number of
removals as well as percent of total removals is carried for each flight
hour interval. The report is further divided with respect to failures
(actual failed components) and non-failures (time change, removals to
facilitate other maintenance, etc.).

MIT - MAJOR ITEM TRENDS

This report is initiated on a scheduled basis for selected time change,
finite life, or condition items which are included in the DA Form 2410
reporting system. MIT is designed to summarize and allow for a rapid trend
analysis of the reliability and maintainability characteristics of the
detailed data presented in the ACTION (Aircraft Component Time Since
Installation, Overhaul, or New), RIADS (Reportable Items Action Data Sorts),
and MIRF (Major Item Removal Frequency) reports.

FIELD MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY REPORT

This report presents all maintenance activity associated with a particular
aircraft for one quarter. Presented in the same format as the TALCMOR
Special report, it will be submitted to the or~anization owning the aircraft
on a quarterly basis. The report will be advantageous in verifying record
submissions, presenting a concise tabulation of nualntenance activity, helping
to reconstruct lost records and allow for analyses at the local user activity.

MAJOR ASSEMBLIES COMPONENT INSPECTION REPORT

This report, prepared on a quarterly basis, will be a scheduled report.
It will presert pertinent component information on major assemblies that have
been torn down anO overhauled. It will provide more insight into the cause -
effect relationship on major assembly failures, and delineate the shop
procedures performed on an overhauled item. The data for the report will be
acquired from existing data systems at overhaul facilities.

CYCLIC OVERHAUL ANALYSIS

This is a special report initiated to analyze the current UH-ID and UH-1H
helicopter cyclic overhaul methods. The Cyclic Overhaul Report consists of
five interim reports providing aircraft downtime time analysis, part number
identification, maintenance trend analysis, Conditional Return philosophy,
and Recommendations and Conclusions.
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AIRCRAFT OPERATIONAL UTILIZATION - AOPU

The Aircraft Operational Utilization (AOPU) quarterly report provides:

1. Operational readiness (OR), not operationally ready maintenance
(NORM) at direct and general support and organization, not operationally
ready supply (NORS) percentages of calendar time and rates per flight
hour and aircraft.

2. Aircraft assignment - functional name quantities and percentages
of fleet. The above data will be provided for a fleet and those aircraft

located in selected geographical areas for each of the last twelve months
and a value averaged over the last twelve months.

This report also provides flight hour age distribution since new and
since overhaul or new and calendar age distributions since new and since
overhaul or new for a fleet and those aircraft located in selected
geographical areas as of the date of the report.
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